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Eastern head Athletics Trainer
Bobby Barton announced hell
retire from the athletics trainer
ition to teach class at Eastern,
about it in Sports MS

Progress

C«P www.easternprogress.com

Fees may be implemented to add soccer team
By QUA Van
Managing editor

Sports teams can bring fan
excitement, school spirit and
revenues to a university.
However, they cannot be started without money.
In order to better comply
with Title DC, Eastern Athletics
would like to add another
sports team to the program —
a women's soccer team.
In order to pay for the new
team, Eastern students would
be aaked to pay an extra $30
annually in addition to the current $180 athletics fee already
paid each year.
"If a my plan to raise other
funds," said Athletics Director
John Shafer in his address to
the Student Senate in its regu-

lar business meeting Tuesday.
Remembering back to a
time when college athletics
departments thought women
didn't have to be given equal
rights like their male counterparts, Shafer said those times
are over.
"We need to add this team
not because it is law, but
because it is the right thing to
do," he said.
According to Shafer, every
competitive school in the Ohio
Valley Conference offers a
women's soccer team except
for Eastern and Tennessee
State University.
"We need this team to stay
in compliance of Title DC and
for our future," he said.
The proposed increase

Commencement
speakers named
Cosby, pastor of St. Stephen
Baptist Church in Louisville —
which has the largest predomiThe speakers have been nately black congregation in
named for the two commence- the city — will deliver the comment ceremonies May 10.
mencement address during the
The university will host two 2:30
p.m.
ceremony.
graduation ceremonies to Graduates from the colleges of
accommodate the
Education, Health
growing number of
Sciences and Justice
graduates and their
and Safety will gradufamilies and guests.
ate at that time.
Col.
Finley
Cosby is the grandHamilton and the Rev.
son of the first black
Kevin Cosby were
fraduate of the
named as speakers
outhern
Baptist
last week. The two
Theological Seminary.
were chosen by the
He went to work at
Honorary Degree
St. Stephen in 1979.
Committee.
Since then the church
Cot Finley
"They choose dif- Hamilton,
has grown from 500
ferent people they
members to more than
think would be wor- speaker
8,000 and became the
thy to have an honfirst black church in
8* rary
degree
Kentucky to establish
estowed upon them," said a family life center.
Lana Gibbs, administrative "Rev. Kevin Cosby and Col.
assistant to the president
Finley Hamilton are two very
Hamilton will speak at the distinguished graduates of
morning ceremony 10:30 a.m. Eastern Kentucky University,
for degree candidates in the and I am so pleased that our
colleges of Arts and Sciences graduates will have the opporand Business and Technology. tunity to hear them speak,"
Hamilton is comsaid president Joanne
mander and conductor
Glasser.
of the U.S. Army Field
Both spring comBand. He is a native of
mencement exercises
Richmond and earned
will be held in the
a bachelor's degree
Alumni Coliseum.
and a master's degree
There are 1,312
in musk from Eastern.
degree candidates for
He was commisthe May 10 graduation
sioned through the
date.
ROTC program as an
Each college will
officer in the Army. In
host receptions in the
1999 Hamilton was Rev. Kevin
Keen Johnson buildappointed comman- Cosby,
ing prior to the ceremonies. College recepder/conductor of the speaker.
tions for morning
field band. He has
graduates will be held
received numerous
military awards including the from 9-9:45 a.m. and 1-1:45
Legion of Merit, Meritorious p.m. for afternoon graduates.
Eastern is still in the
Service Medal, the Army
Commendation Medal, the process of selecting the stuArmy Achievement Medal and dent commencement speakers.
the Armed Forces Medal.

U
We need to add this team, not
because it is law, but because it is
the right thing to do.
—John Shafer
Athletics director

»
would generate approximately
$300,000 a year for the new
team. Shafer said the installation of die team would be broken into three prongs over
three years:

■ secure a space for the team,
■ recruit a coach, playing
members, a field and other
needs,
■ the implementation of the
team.

Shafer said the university
would not see the soccer team
until 2006.
He explained to the Senate
the details of Title DC including
the amount of scholarships
given per sport While the university has an equal amount of
men's and women's teams, he
said the greater issue is school
enrollment
According to Shafer, university compliance to Tide DC is based
on bom school enrollment numbers and the amount of athletes
in the athletic program.
Shafer said he believes
Eastern has a 59 percent
female population and 41 percent male population. Those
numbers allow room for the
university to add more scholar-

si Read about another
proposed fee to pay tar our
new Fitness and'
Center, A3.

ships for female athletics to
represent enrollment figures
proportionately and better
comply with Tide DC.
Shafer also said the presence of a football team knocks
out equality in many universities.
"It would take two to four
times more women's sports
than men's to keep it equal and
offer the same opportunities
when a football team is preSeeTEAM, A3
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Warmer weather
adds to campus fun
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT
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1/1/ Student Activities Council made sure
T T in take it out with a bang this psst
weekend in the last First Weekend of the 20022003 school year.
The warm weather brought students out for
a friendly paintball tournament at die intramural fields and for die chance to be a kid again in
the giant blow-up maze outside of Powell.
The weekend kicked off with Casino Night
last Thursday where the best gamblers on campus showed up to play a few hands.
Breakfast was served Friday night by volunteers from the Colonel football team and Sigma
Alpha Iota music fraternity, and the weekend
concluded with the showing of die movie Two
Weeks Notice" at the football stadium.
"Overall, it went very well." said Christina
Thompson, First Weekend chair.
Thompson said an estimated 500 students
attended at least one event of the weekend. She
also said, "a tremendous number of students"
took advantage of the free laundry during the
weekend.
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Above. Adam Walker. 29, a junior nursing
major from Berea, takes his turn in a blowup maze during the last First Weekend
activities of this year.
At left, Sarah Boytos. 21, a senior (Irs ecience major from Kansas City, Mo., deals
cards to Robert Basset!, 18, a freshman
math education major from Henderson, at
Casino Night.

Photos by
Steve Richardson,
Jason Daniels/Progress

Reservist doesn't support war; but will fight if needed
WEnxMr
The Studio editor

BY KATIE

Hi: 51
Low: 39
Conditions:
Showers
The third provost candidate Is
on campus today in Brock
AudKortum.

Hal Showers
%ta Partly cloudy
Mostly sunny

When Bury Bennett worked
for the Winchester Fire
Department and Paramedics
he saw the last moments of
young children's lives, something he never wants to see
again.
He cites those memories as
one of his reasons for not supporting the War on Iraq; another being 50 percent of the people in Iraq are under the age of
18.
Bennett is now a senior
middle grade education
major often seen around campus wearing a United States
Navy hat and tye-dye shirt
and backpack. He joined the
Navy straight out of high
school to help pay for his college education. He served six
years active duty and 12
years in druhng reserves. He
recently asked to retire in
May after four years of being
inactive, but the future is
uncertain.
Td rather not go," Bennett
said. "More than Exery 0 wont
return to active duty), but I'm
sure that's what they said
because they're doing individ-

ual recalls now."
Bennett is not only in the
Navy, but also the club on
campus, Colonels for Peace.
The group asked Bennett to
speak at a teach-in laat
Wednesday. During his
speech, Bennett cited three
specific reasons he does not
believe in the war.
The first reason is his past
with the Winchester paramedics.
"I had to deal with children
being injured and killed and
dying right there in front of
me. I cannot see being the
aggressor that b causing innocent children to be killed
because I felt there are other
alternatives." Bennett said.
Another ia his personal
belief system. A youth minister
in the Episcopal Diocese in
Lexington; he said he cant see
the point in fighting a war that
will kin several innocent children and women.
"As a Christian. I cant see
any justification for using war
to bring about peace," Bennett
said. "It just doesn't make any
As a youth minister, Bennett
said he has had to say goodbye

Kasls WsskaHsiffMiyflssB
Bity Bennett (oined the Navy out of high school to pay tor his
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he w* nght * he has to.

to people who have been in his
youth groups in the past He
said he prays for them and our
troops everyday.
Bennett wishes the government would have used contain-

roeut instead of boflbe to prevent war.
"What we did with Use
Soviet Union for 50 years — k
See BENNETT, AS
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Campbell: communication would be focus if hired provost ^
BYAusmHooawMrrn
D'Ann Campbell, the third
provost candidate to visit
Eastern's campus, shook
hands with and individually
greeted around 20 people at a
forum last Thursday.
Campbell is a consultant for
Mary Baker Eddy library in
Boston where she is responsible for fund-raising, designing
and managing education and
research programs for the new
research library.
She was interim president
for White Pines College in
New Hampshire from 20012002 and has held many leadership roles including vice
president for academic
affairs at Southern New
Hampshire University and
vice president for academic
affairs at the Sage Colleges
in New York.
Eastern is the type of university Campbell said she is
looking for.
"I'm looking for an institution where I can stay for many,
many years ... I want a place
where I can live right next to
campus," Campbell said. "I
want a place where I can be a

member of the community:*
Campbell said she is passionate about higher education
and that tenure is vital.
It is important to do internal
assessments, Campbell said.
She also said she believes in
program review.
"It's critically important to
understand the needs and concerns of students," Campbell
said.
She suggested some ways
to make sure Eastern is working towards the concerns of
students and faculty.
"We've got to get together
to make sure academics is No.
1 in the president's cabinet,"
Campbell said.
"The single most important
thing is to figure out better
ways to communicate."
Campbell spoke of many
qualities she believes would
make her right for the job.
"I have passion. I have high
energy. I'm a people person, so
I want to pizza with the provost
for students," Campbell said.
"I always seem to wind up to
be the leader."
She said she likes to listen
and likes to include people,
and that she is a caring faculty

HELP
WANTED
Heap Warded Assistant

Alisha Hockensmtth/Prooress
D'Ann Campbell, the third finalist in contention for the provost
position, visited campus last week. She Is currently a consultant
for Mary Baker Edder Library in Boston, Mass.

member.
"I'm very proud of my colleagues and the difference we
can make in higher education."
Teaching has to be the bottom line, Campbell said. "We
owe it to our community to
give back on a professional

leveL"
The next candidate for
provost, Lyle Cook, will have
open forums at 11 am., today
in Brock Auditorium in the
Coates Building and at 1:30
p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Services
Building
Auditorium.

► News Briefs
Compiled by Alisha Hockensmith

Help needed for
ISMAM program
ISMAM (Inquiry-based
Science and Math
in
Appalachian Middle schools),
an Eastern project funded by
the
National
Science
Foundation, is hiring Eastern
graduate/undergraduate students and faculty members to
work in regional middle
schools and conduct various
activities related to the project
Those who wish to apply
should be available from July
2003 through June 2004.
Graduate students will be
paid $21,500 per academic year
and the summer, have their
tuition waived and be paid
expenses during project implementation.
Undergraduate students will
receive $5,000 per academic
year stipend plus $5,000 for
summer and will be paid
expenses incurred during project implementation.
Faculty members will be
paid $3,225 per academic year
and summer.
For more information or
applications
visit
www.ismam.eku.edu, or call
Project Director Tom Otieno at
622-6291. Review of applications will begin Tuesday.

Education fellow
meeting next week
A meeting for those interested in becoming a Professional
Education Fellow will be held
from 11:30 a.m.-l p.m. Monday
and Tuesday in the Regents
Dining Room in the Powell
Building. Lunch will be provided
Those interested in extending their knowledge in the P12 setting and bringing that
knowledge into a college
classroom should attend
either day. There is a $1,500
stipend for 80 hours of on-site
work in a P-12 school and
$1,000 for personal professional development
Call Frances Dixon at 6222581
or
e-mail
frances.dixonOeku.edu to
reserve what day you want to
attend.

History department
hosts cookout today
The department of history
is sponsoring a cookout for all
history majors and minors
from 5:30-8 p.m. today at Irving
McDowell Park.

Alumni Weekend
scheduled this month
Alumni and friends of
Eastern are invited to visit the
campus April 25-27 when the
university hosts its annual
Alumni Weekend.
This year's event features special reunions for the graduation
classes of 1928,1933.1938.1943,
1948. 1953. 1958. 1963, 1968,
1973 and 1978.
The annual Alumni Awards
and Recognition Banquet will
be held at 7 p.m. April 26 in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom and
tickets are $20 each.
Registration and a Getting
Reacquainted continental breakfast are at 9 am April 26 in the
Keen Johnson Building. AD graduates are welcome to attend the
festivities.
For a listing of other events
or to make reservations, call
622-1260. 1-800-262-7493. ext.
1260 toll-free in Kentucky or email ahunni.eventOeku.edu.
For a complete list of all
activities, visit www.eku.edu.

Dining Services offers
new catering guides
EKU Dining Services now
has a Catering Guide and new
Student Catering Guide addition available online at www.
ekudining.com. Call 625-2512
to speak with sales associate
Gail Himes or Catering
Manager Gary Collins.

Two Eastern programs accredited
School Counseling (MAEd) and Mental Health (MA),
two programs in the the Counseling and Educational
Psychology Unit at Eastern, were granted accreditation by
the Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related
Educational Programs (CACREP), a speciaHzed body recog
niaed by the Council for Higher Education Accreditation
(CHEA).
The School Counseling Program is the first and only
school counseling program accredited in Kentucky and the
Mental Health piogiam h the 16001x1 mental health program
to be accredited in the state.

Campus to host
magician/illusionist
Campus
Activities
Magazine's 2003 Entertainer of
the Year, magician and illusionist Mike Super, will perform at
9 p.m. April 17 in the Grise
Room of the Combs Building.

internal grants, thus a new
deadline — April 24 — has
been added for proposal submissions.
Applications are limited to a
$5,000 maximum and available
a
t
www.research.eku.edu/URC/f
orms/Forms.htm. Call 6223636 if you have questions.

Professor receives
grant for project

Eduction/outreach
division restructured

Walter S Boro wski, an associate professor in the department
of earth sciences, was awarded a
grant of $42,285 from the Joint
Oceanographic Institutions and
the United States Science
Support Program for his project
"Methane Flux, Sulfur Cycling
and the Deep Biosphere in a
Gas-Hydrate Setting, South
Hydrate Ridge, Offshore
Oregon"

Last fall the divisions of
Extended Campus Programs
and
Community
and
Workforce Education were
combined into a single unit.
The move was designed to
allow each unit to expand offerings, increase efficiencies,
reduce expenses and better
serve constituents.
After six months of information gathering, analysis and
plan development a new organizational structure for the
Division of Continuing
Education and Outreach has
been announced.
Dean Byron Bond is heading the new unit located in
the Perkins Building. It's mission is to provide high quality, student/client centered
services and programs to
local, regional and virtual
communities, campuses and
Eastern's service area
through credit and non-credit
opportunities.
Rich Boyle, assistant to the
dean, oversees the division's
programmatic and financial
units. Rhonda Wheeler, recently named CEO and senior
director of extended campus
programs and student support
services, will coordinate the
work of Eastern's extended
campus centers and educational sites.
Ron Harrell oversees public
relations and marketing
efforts. Beverly Burrus will
help develop the unit's new
student services component

April is "open enrollment"
period for full-time employee
benefits selection. A benefit
fair will be held April 15-18 in
the Keen Johnson Building.

Motor Fitness Clinic
Group sponsors talk
to assist children
on
Jack the Ripper
An open house for the
Special Motor Fitness Clinic
will be held from 6-7 p.m.
Friday at the Telford YMCA at
1100 E. Main St Richmond.
The event planned will provide interested parents, students and others more information about the clinic,
which is offered to assist children with disabilities ages 311.
The event is sponsored by
Eastern's department of exercise and sports science,
Telford YMCA and the WHAS
Crusade for Children.

Jack the Ripper: Case
Reopened lecture will be presented at 1 p.m. Monday in the
Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building. The lecture is sponsored by the Student Sociology
Organization.

Money still available
for research projects
The University Research
Committee still has money
available to support modest
research projects through

► PgjjOg B—t; April 1-4
Complied by Alisha Hockensmith

*Tkt following reports have
been filed milk Eastern's
Division of Public Safety.
Aprfll
A lire alarm was activated
in
the
Bizzack
Law
Enforcement Complex.
The resident of the room
told the officer he hung a
shirt op the sprinkler head
and when he pulled the shirt
off, the sprinkler head broke
causing massive amounts of
water to spill into the room.
The arriving officer
reported significant water
damage to rooms 204, 206
and 106 and the hallway outaide those rooms.
Lee Risk reported the

theft of a bassoon from the
Foster Music Building.
Pam Centers reported the
theft of a projector from
Room 455 in the Wallace
Building.
Tess Sibcy reported that
her vehicle, which was
parked in front of Telford
Hall, had been written on
with shaving cream and shoe
polish.

ing,eiectnc. Rant 1200 par month
1200rDapost sale pries $143,000.

661-2453.
Now 1 Block from EKU. 2, 3. or 4
Bedroom Townhouse up to 3
Baths. ubWes included. 625-5757.
For Rent Three -bedroom apartment (859) 626-1312.
For Rant One bedroom apt 2 1/2
blocks from campus, recently renovated. 624-5213. No Pets.
Wanted: Movie Extras/ Models
Needed! Earn $15O-$450/day
Print modeling and extra poeMona
Local Castings. No experience
Necessary! Cal 1-8884200164
ext 1025.
Help
Wanted
Immediate:
Recreation Aide $6.90 pertxxjr.
Part-time, every other wsekend+
Thursday Nights. Energetic and
caring, a must Apply in person
Richmond Health & RehabKenwood 130 Meadow Lark Dr.
Richmond Ky 40475.

Color

Master Stylist

Off
Cut

Cilor Specialist
Available with
Stephanie 0*Donnel
Specializes in Formal Do's
*S»«V>aftS

SALON
THE CUTTING EDGE
lOd S.jrd St.
623-5770 Richmond

Frat»rnltl«« • Sororltlaa
Clubs • Student Group*

Lecture to be held on
Shaker Village Tues. Benefit fair scheduled
Susan Hughes, interpreta- on campus next week
tion and education manager at
Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill,
will speak at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
in the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building.

Cook:
Girl Scouts of KsnaxMana hiring
Assistant
Cook
tor
Camp
PsmyroyaKnear Owensboro, KY).
June 1-Aug 7. Great benefits, fun
traditions & playful atmosphere!
Apply onfcne at www kygirtscoutcampa.org or cal 1-68-771-5170
ext 234.
Help Wanted Health Supervisor:
Girl Scouts of KentuoWana hiring
Hasan Supervisor for Bear Creek
Aquatic Camp (KY Lake) & Camp
Pennyroyal (western KY). RN or
EMT desired. Great benefits, fun
tradWons & playful atmosphere!
Apply online at www kygjrtscoutcarnps.org or cal 1-8889771-5170
exL234.
Wanted: Student Entrepreneurs.
National marketing firm seeks
organized and hard working selfstarter. Great compensation plan
and bonuses, no telemarketing
Cal 800-592-2121 x174 or e-mail
bovadia O cdcccc.com.
Help Warrtad: Great summer
employment opportunity at Girl
Scout Camp. Work in the outdoors
and make a difference in the life of
a chad. Unit staff, Creative Arts
Director, Water Front Director,
Kitchen Aide positions available.
800-475-2621.
Summer Camp Jobs: Help girts
grow strong, make lifelong friends
& kayak in your free time! Girl
Scouts of Kentuckiana hiring for
Bear Creek Aquatic ( KY Lake) &
Camp Pennroyal (Western KY).
Camp Counselors, Lifeguards,
Health Supervisor & Assistant
Cook. Great benefits, fun traditions
& playful atmosphere! Apply online
at www.kygirlscoutcamps.org or
cal 1-888-771-5170 exL234.
For Sate or Rant: 11 room home
5 bedrooms 2 baths. Recent
plumbing, electric, heat, air and
carpet.
Rent
800.00
a
,montfV800.00 Deposit Sale price
$135,000(859)661-2453.
For Sale or RentRebuilt 14
room, 5 bedroom, 4 bath home.
Recent insulation, dry wal, ptumb-

that someone took her backpack from the lobby of the
Begley
Building.
She
described it as a black mesh
Jan Sport backpack worth
approximately $40.
She said that the books in
her backpack were worth
around $68. Lovings said she
and two other classmates left
their backpacks there while
they went to the track and
walked for approximately 50
minutes.

April 2
Jessica Lynn Hale, 26, of
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.

April 4
A Dupree Hall resident
reported receiving a harassing phone caB.

Holly Lovings reported

Lindsay
Proski,
a
Brockton resident, reported
. I I

that she and her roommate
were sleeping when they
heard their window break.
There were no projectiles
found in the area of the window that might have caused
it to break.
John Crutcher reported
someone had taken a tackling
dummy from the first floor
hallway of the Moberly
Building. The dummy was
described as a 6-foot round
tackling dummy that is red.
The estimated weight is 250
pounds
Diana Pence reported that
someone had kicked in a
door to the kitchen area of
Model Laboratory Cafeteria.

E»rn *1.OOO - (2,000 Ir.la ••I..-.I-. wWl • M..w-,l
Campu*FundtBl«ai 3 hour furrtlralalng aavaint. Our
proorama ma.Ha» fundrajlajlng mmmy wltr. r»o rlaiKa.
PuncJralailna <Ia,t*»a ara filling qukikly. aio gal wRh tttaa
program! It worka
Conlaot CampnaHundralaar ait
(BB0) OS3-3S3B. or vlarlt taryrvr.UMmuumtunUrmlmmr.otim

JUST STARTING
IN THE REAL
WORLD?
•Money
•Benefits
•Training

LUNCH
DINNER

All for as little as 1
weekend a month
and 2 weeks a year!

on the

PATIO

YOU CAN
have it all!

Madison
Garden

1-800-GO-GUARO
or
www, 1 BQQQoQuard.CPm
KY Army
National Guard

• AftSSRilL

r

140

E.Main St.

625-9394
(•era** from SirtW.)

$10 OFF
tattoo
or
piercing
with this ad!

Mon.-Sat.
rVoon -8 p.m.

Simply the Best Shop in Town

Proper nourishment
for the body
makes the mind
^S jot function better.

w mm
•SUBWAY"

WE DELIVER 6244241

Located on the Corner of Second & Water St
Dine- In/Carry- out Hours
Mon -Wed 10 20am

11pm

Thus. - Sat 10 30 am. - MhM0W
Sun 11 i.m. -11 p.m

Mon. - Sat 11 am 11 p m
Son 12 noon -11 p m
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Parking problems could be solved
BY CAS80HDRA KWflY
A/ewseoVtor

One word has the power to
conjure the deepest, darkest
emotions and even a few
naughty words from some in the
Eastern community — parking.
"I think parking sucks,"
Jessica Robinson, an education
major from Cincinnati, said.
"Eastern has too many teacher
parking areas; I think they
should have to park in
Lancaster."
Eastern officials are currently
working on a $171,000 parking
update project to expand parking
on campus and to better accommodate Eastern students.
"We are aware of the problems associated with parking,"
James Street, director of facilities
services, said. "It seems to be a
complaint that if you put out an
alumni survey it is the first one
that comes back."
Eastern is in the process of
adding commuter parking to the
rear of the Dizney Building, and
once that work is completed, will
begin on the expansion of the
Vanhoose
Parking
Lot.
Following the two lot expansions. Eastern also plans to construct commuter spaces on the
Northeast side of campus on
Summit Street. According to
Street, Eastern expects to get
more than 200 spaces from these
expansions.
The $171,000 parking cost
comes from the $1,000 to 1,500
fee it takes to create a normal flat
parking space, according to
Street. Besides the above commuter lot expansions. Eastern
doesn't have any definite plans
on expanding parking for students in the near future because
of the cost
There are not specific plans
to expand parking," Street said.
There is the recognition that
there's a need for more convenient parking and we are looking
at our alternatives and options
that will accomplish that."
For now, however. Eastern
officials say there are enough

parking spaces to go around.
"We have a surplus of parking
spaces; they are just not considered convenient by everyone,"
Doug Whjtktck, vice president of
administrative affairs and chair
of the parking committee, said.
There are not enough spaces or
opportunities to create them
close enough t» where people
live, work and go to class, and
that's one of die reasons we are
going to have to rely more on an
improved shuttle system."
Eastern has always had an
ongoing struggle between parkers and parking spaces. Recently,
parking changes made related to
parking zoning came when the
crosswalk was taken out and the
Lancaster Lot was turned into
residential parking from a commuter lot, and there was a
change of one of the lots at
Powell from employee to residentiaL Eastern also had to take
offline several parking spaces
because of the construction of
the health education center on
campus.
All of this needs to be put into
the context of the school having
added 660 spaces a couple of
years ago where the Brockton
trailer park used to be. Street
said. Eastern spent more than
$600,000 on the broken trailer
parking lot expansion, according
to Street
MNI

Although there are no specific plans to expand parking in the
near future, Eastern is kicking
around some potential ideas for
the future.
"We are looking at potential
acquisition of property for parking," Street said. There is the
recognition that there's a need
for more convenient parking and
we are looking at our alternatives and options that will accomplish that — but right at this
moment we do not have a specific location identified."
According to Street there has

Eastern to host mock trial tournament
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Teams from 40 colleges and universities will converge on
Eastern's campus Friday through Sunday for the 2003
American Intercollegiate Mock Trial Tournament
It marks the first time a national mock trial event has been
help on Richmond's campus.
The student competitors will argue for the prosecution and
defense in an imaginary wrongful death case.
Participating schools include the University of Southern
California, Kent State, Wellsley, Butler, Siena. Elmhurst,
Austin Peay, Pittsburgh and Eastern Washington, among others.
Events will be held in several campus buildings including
Perkins, Stratton, Keen Johnson, Combs and Cammack.
Eastern's mock trial team will not participate because it
recently returned from a' national mock trial tournament in St
Paul, Minn., where it earned an honorable mention for competitive team performance and in the Spirit of AMTA category,
which rewards teams that best exemplify the virtues if civility.
justice and fair play. Fifty-two schools participated, including
Arizona, Columbia. Miami. Northwestern, Ohio State, Boston
College, Penn State, Princeton, Stanford and Yale.
Team members include Kimberry Ratliff. Jessica Newman,
Sarah Carter, Sarah Darnall, Amy Fugate, Samantha Shelton.
Emily Pfetzer, Danielle Matthews, Jacqueline Schulz. Tracy
Gragston and Kalen Bruce.
Dr. Sara Zeigler is the team's faculty adviser.
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also been the discussion for
years about the addition of a
parking garage. That's an opportunity for Eastern to add a significant amount of parking in a fairly dense area. However, because
of its many disadvantages.
Eastern is leery of the idea,
according to Street
"It's expensive, maintenance
intensive and a safety concern —
parking garages have a lot of
dark areas and they are very difficult to patrol" Street said. "Any
number of larger concrete structures have a lot of maintenance
problems and the parking
garage is no exception."
Street also said parking
garages cost about 10 times per
parking space to construct more
than just flat parking. When looking at a parking garage in a situation like Eastern, Street said officials are weighing the need for
convenience against the cost and
the fact that the university owns
several hundred acres contiguous to campus that could be

used.
Because of the disadvantages
of a parking garage, however,
Street says it's hard to say if
Eastern win ever build one.
"My personal opinion is it is
not quite justified in the situation
Eastern is in — not to say that
somebody above me might not
make another decision." Street
said. "I'm not the fellow that gets
to listen to most of the parking
complaints."
Another option Eastern has
discussed for many years is the
idea of an overpass over the
Bypass, according to Whitiock.
"We are also looking at the
possibility of an overpass to connect the North and South sides
of the campus over the bypass,"
Whitiock said. The feasibility of
a structure will be evaluated.
Although a parking garage
and overpass are not in Eastern's
near future, Whitiock noted that
Eastern is examining ways to
improve its shuttle service on
campus for student convenience.

STUDENT SPECIAL!
Rom 3 mortis, get the 4th

Country cookin is our
claim to fame!

Managing editor

The university broke
ground in February for a new
state-of-the-art Fitness and
Wellness Center with a price
tag of $7 million. Now, university officials plan to ask the
Eastern Board of Regents to
impose an additional fee for
students to pay for the upkeep
of the facility and additional
phases of the project
This is a $21 million project
and there is no guarantee that
Phase II and III will be funded,"
said James Conneely, who presented the proposal to the
Student Senate at the regular
business meeting April 8.
Working with Mike Reagle,
associate vice president for student affairs, and John Jewell,
director of campus recreation,
Conneely suggested to the
Senate a proposed fee that was
in the ball park of what students agreed to pay in a survey
sent out to Eastern students
two years ago.

The suggested fees are:
■$60 per year for full-time
undergraduate and graduate
students
■$30 per year for part-time
undergraduate and graduate
students
■$30 per summer semester for
full-time undergraduate and
graduate students
■$15 per summer semester for
part-time undergraduate and
graduate students
■$180 per year membership
fee for faculty wishing to use
the facility
"With these fees, we would
generate $884,000," Conneely
said.
There was some student
support of a fee of this nature,"
Jewell said, noting 2,300 surveys were sent out to students
in HPR 180 and 280 classes.
Approximately 1,000 of those
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From Front page
turned out now that there is no
more Soviet Union." Bennett
said. "It's also what we're doing
with North Korea now. except
we're offering them some cash
to be good."
To help support the
troops, but not the cause,
Bennett has sent several emails to soldiers he knows as
well as encouragement to soldiers he doesn't know. Also,
along with the Colonels for
Peace, Bennett is working to
get phone cards to send to
troops overseas so they can
call their families.
"I'm not against the troops;
well, I could be one of the
troops," Bennett said. "I don't
think anyone is anti-troops.
They're just following their
orders and I can understand
that; it's a commitment that I
made too."

were returned, some of which
supported a fee.
Conneely said in order to
maintain the 41,000 square-foot
building, the school could
place a 3 percent increase on
the fee.
Freshman Senator Amanda
Deerfield said she was concerned there are already too
many buildings designated for
fitness and wellness, asking
Conneely if the building of
gyms was ever going to stop
on the campus.
Jewell answered that while
the Moberty Building and the
Weaver Gym will remain open,
the Begley Building may close.
"The facilities currently in
there are a very low use area."
he said, stating there are no
vents in the racquetball courts,
the basketball courts are not
regulation size and there are
old weight rooms with aging
equipment.
According to Conneely, the
money raised by increased

Bennett's biggest goal right
now is to help educate the campus and community about what
the war really is about.
"Truthful information is
hard to get," Bennett said.
"You can't rely on the media
because they'll say one thing
one minute and then go back
and say something else."
By signing petitions and
helping the Colonels for Peace,
Bennett hopes to spread his
word about the war through
participating in more demonstrations, teach-ins and
debates.
Even though Bennett does
not believe in the war's
cause, he said he is willing to
go if called to active duty
because it was a commitment
he made. He hopes to continue education on campus and
in the community with his
messages.
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fees for the new building will
be earmarked for use only for
the new Fitness and Wellness
Center. While Conneely admitted the funds could technically
roll over into general university funds, it will not
The student advisory
board will step in before that
happens." Conneely said.
The advisory group would
consist of students, faculty and
staff and would have input on
policies, programs and space
allocations in regards to the
building.
According to Conneely, the
advisory group would run the
building and be self-sufficient
It would also have a say in delegating the budget earmarked
from student fees.
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for soccer," he said.
Freshman Senator Amanda
sent," Shafer said.
Deerfield said she was conSenators concerned with the cerned Title IX may cause
increase in the athletinequality in the men's
ics fee voiced opinions
arena. Deerfield said
for nearly half an hour.
she hoped a men's socStudent Rights
cer team would also be
Chair
Kristina
added.
O'Brien said she was
Shafer said in the
concerned the $15
future, it could be a
per-semester fee
possibility.
would remain forever
Shafer is also hoping
and be increased as
to fundraise community
years go by.
dollars to support not
^ can say honestly John Shafer is only the women's socswimming is some- the athletics
cer team, but also for
thing I'd like to look director.
the rest of the athletics
at," Shafer said, notdepartment
ing the university will
"I look at this as an
look into including other opportunity
state for
sports in the years to come, young womeninto this
come
to EKU
which could increase the athand compete for this great
letics fee even more.
"Every bit of the money institution. It would enhance
(current $180 fee) will go to the recruitment and the retenother sports. The $15 (per tion of the student body,"
semester) is strictly earmarked Shafer said.
From Front page

Eastern may implement fees to pay for building
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Bill containing updates to regent requirements vetoed
■VjMKVMKMtCAMOMMAKmY
GOY. Paul Patton vetoed
House Bill 132 last week,
which included updates to
the new requirements for
those who sit on university
boards of regents — requirements initially spelled out in
Senate Bill 152.
Senate Bill 152. supported
by both Sen. Ed Worley and
State Rep. Harry Moberly. and
passed by Patton March 10,
called for the removal of Fred
Rice from his chairmanship on
Eastern's Board of Regents.
SB 152 requires regents to
reside within the 50 United
States and immediately
removes those members who
violate the residency rule.
When Rice was appointed
to the Board in 1999, legislation allowed one board member to live out of state. That
law is still valid, but Rice
lives in the U.S. Virgin
Islands — SB 152 excludes
U.S. territories and the
District of Columbia as
approved residencies.
The two amendments
tacked on to HB 132 by
Worley at the end of the legislative session sought to
change the language of SB
152 to allow regents to reside
in the District of Columbia
and to no longer force the
Council on Postsecondary
Education to notify regents if
they violate the residency
clause — Worley asked for
that responsibility to be
placed in the attorney general's hands.
In a statement released following the veto last Thursday,
Patton said the major factor
in the HB 132's failure to pass
was the fact it violated
Kentucky's Constitution.
"This bill contains a variety
of amendments including
amendments relating to county
officials, the executive branch
ethics code and amendments
to KRS Chapter 164, which
change residency requirements for gubernatorial
appointees to the board of
regents for each of Kentucky's
public universities," Patton
said. "HB 132 is violative of
Section 51 of Kentucky's
Constitution, which requires
that laws enacted by the
General Assembly must not
relate to more than one subject, which must be expressed
in the title of the bill."
Patton also made a refer-

Fred Rice ts chairman of
Eastern's Board of Regents.

ence in his statement to the
pending litigation involving
SB 152. Rice filed suit March
14 challenging the constitutionality of SB 152 because
he felt it should only apply to
regents who move their residences after the date the legislation was signed.
A temporary restraining
order issued by the judge
overseeing the case has halted
the CPE and Governor's
Office — both named in the
suit — from taking any action
to remove Rice from his seat
on the Board until the parties
reach an agreement about his
Board membership. Rice's
attorneys are hoping for an
out-of-court
settlement
between the parties before the
next Board meeting in April. If
an agreement is not reached,
a trial will be scheduled.
Patton mentioned the controversy surrounding SB 152
and its effects on HB 132.
"The provisions of the bill
appear inconsistent and in
parts retroactive, as they
relate to state universities,
which by law must be
expressly stated," Patton
said. "For these reasons, and
in light of the ambiguity of
the legislation and pending
litigation regarding its intent,
I am exercising my veto
authority over HB 132."
Tuesday Moberly told The
Progress both he and Worley
asked Patton to veto HB 132
following a letter the two
drafted last week asking the
CPE to agree with Rice's
attorneys that SB 152 should
only affect regents who move
after the legislation's date.
The two drafted the letter in

hopes of resolving the turmoil
SB 152 has caused at Eastern.
"We thought it (HB 132)
would hinder a resolution to
the whole issue, which we
finally agreed upon by writing
the letter saying that we
thought it ought to be applied
prospectiverr," Moberly said.
"The proviaions of 132 that
would have brought the attorney general into It and several
other things would have hindered that resolution. Sen.
Worley and I asked for it to be
vetoed so that we could reach
the resolution so Mr. Rice
could stay on the Board."
Worley did not return
Progress phone calls.
Tuesday Dennis Taulbee,
the CPE's staff attorney, confirmed receiving the letter.
The letter is significant in
that it is a clear expression of
legislative intent that will
assist us as we move to
resolve the lawsuit," Taulbee
said. "We have publicly stated
that it is our belief the law
should apply prospectively,
not retrospectively.
Taulbee said the CPE had
no other comment on HB
132's failure to pass other
than the fact the CPE understood there were "technical
problems" with the bill and
that Moberly and Worley had
asked that it be vetoed.
"The Council has said
since the beginning of the
controversy that it is the prerogative of the General
Assembly to establish the criteria for boards of regents
and that the Council will
carry out, to the best of our
abilities, any duties the
Legislature assigns us."
Moberly said his only
regret in HB 132's failure to
pass is that it also eliminates
another amendment both he
and Worley supported
regarding those who can
serve as university presidents. Both filed amendments to the original bill that
would not have allowed members of the General Assembly
who also are full-time
employees of institutions to
become presidents of
Kentucky institutions.
"I regretted having to do it
(asking Patton to veto HB
132) because I was interested
in keeping my language on
the
president
there,"
Moberly said. "But I'm going
to pre-file that bill ... 1
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already have it drafted, and
I'm going to make sure that it
passes in our next session."
Moberly filed the amendment to clear up speculation
that the reason he supported
SB 152 was because he was
upset he was not chosen for
the Eastern presidency.
"I was nominated, and
after I was nominated I did
submit a letter of application
and the appropriate application materials," Moberly said,
"and I was in the process for
a short period of time."
However, Moberly said he
quickly lost interest in the
presidency.
"I decided I would prefer
to stay in the General
Assembly after I thought
about it," he said. "I actually
applied because I had people
urging me to do so and at
some point in the process I
realized I wasn't really interested, and that my heart was
in the General Assembly."
In addition to clearing up
speculation about the
Eastern presidency, he said
the amendment also made a
strong statement for the
General Assembly.
"There are other employees
at state institutions who work
for the General Assembly who
are in a similar situation to
me," Moberly said. "None of
them are interested in being
president either. As a group, it
sort of indicates that we don't
have a conflict of interest
when we are considering qualifications for boards of
regents, and I think that's
important not just to me, but
to all of us, that we don't have
ulterior motives that we want
to be president of our institutions when we are considering
these sorts of bills."
Moberly said if the legislation passes it will only affect
those General Assembly
members employed by universities at the time the legislation is signed. There are
five House members returning in January who could be
affected by the bill, he said.
"If there was somebody,
for instance, working at EKU
that took my place in say two
years, four years, six years
or whatever, since they
would not be employed the
date of the act, it would not
apply to them," Moberly
said. "It only applies to those
currently serving on the
date of the enactment of the
bUl."

Trackk* legislation
'Th* following is a timtiin4 tracking the controvmial Ugi$Imtim that mtntiaUy rtmovoi Rice from kit position on tkt
Board and otktrtvtnts thatfoLomi.
■ Sen. Ed. Worley
had
Sen. Lindy
Casebier
file an
amendment to Senate
Bill 152 Feb. 26 making it illegal for a board
of regents member to
reside outside the 50
states. Rep. Harry
Moberly
publicly
announces support of
Ed Worley
Harry Mobeiiy
the bUl as well, which
only directly affects Eastern Board Chair Fred Rice, who
recently moved to the Virgin Islands.
■On March 9 a letter is drafted and signed by seven
Regents and two other Eastern employees opposing the legislation. It is forwarded to Gov. Paul Patton.
■ Gov. Paul Patton aigns the bill on
March 10 immediately removing Rice from
his position.
■ On March 14 Rice files suit challenging
the legislation and the constitutionality of
the bin because it's retroactive and he feels
it should only affect those move move after
the legislation date.
■ On March 24 Worley files amendments
to HB 252 (the bin that set original guidelines for national board certification of
Paul Patton
teachers) that eliminates mandating the
CPE to notify regents if they violate the
residency guideline of SB 152 and makes it OK for a regent
to reside in Washington. D.C.
Moberly and Worley also filed amendments (Moberiy's to
HB 132 and Worley's to 252) outSnmg who could not serve
as a university president. Basically, the amendments said that
any General Assembly member who is also a full-time
employee of a university cant be president of that institution.
Worleys amendments on 252 were ruled out of order. He
said the Senate floor leader asked him to puH the amendments so 252 could be used to pass other legislation. Thus,
Worley withdraws amendments and adds them onto the
Free Conference Committee Report of HB 132.
■On March 25 Franklin County Circuit Judge William
Graham temporarily halted the controversial legislation
signed by Patton by issuing a temporary restraining order
and preventing the CPE and the Governor's Office from
removing Rice from his position until an agreement Is made
between the parties
■ On April 2 Worley and Moberly draft a letter to the CPE
requesting it agree with Rice's attorneys that the language of
SB 152 be interpreted to apply only to any person appointed
to one of the seven boards after the effective date of the act
They feel Rice should be showed to remain on the Board,
and say their letter win help resolve the issue and end the
turmoil the issue has caused.
■ Moberly and Worley ask Patton to veto HB 132 because
they feel the amendments hinder the resolution to the problem — a resolution they outlined in the letter to the CPE.
■ Patton vetoea HB 132 April 3 stating it violated the
Kentucky constitution because it included more than one
subject and also makes reference to the "pending litigation"
SRke'astut
On Monday Eastern's Faculty Senate postponed until
May a motion to support Rice and protest the legislation.
■ Tuesday the Student Government Association's agenda
will include a motion to pass a resolution in support of Rice.
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Faculty Senate tables motion in support of Rice
u...Things have happened very fast,

BY CASSOHORA KIRBY

News editor

A motion brought before
the Faculty Senate on Monday
pertaining to Senate Bill 152
was postponed until the next
meeting in May.
Carolyn Siegel, Eastern's
representative for coalition of
senate and faculty leadership,
stood before the Faculty Senate
Monday urging it to pass the
motion concerning SB 152 and
legislation she states could be
harmful to Eastern's Board of
Regents.
"The concern continues
about what happened in
Frankfort, and to be very honest with you, it's about as
murky as one can imagine,"
Siegel said. The entire atmosphere there appears to be that
there are several people who
are determined to move us
back in time to a period when
there were a lot more legislative intrusions into the governance of universities, particularly regional (universities)."
Siegel's motion urged the
Faculty Senate at Eastern to
make it known that it strongly
supports the university's president. Board of Regents and the

actions of the Regent members may change the complexion of
who signed a letter urging the our Boards of Regents."
governor to veto SB 152. It also
After Siegel stood before the
urged the Senate to protest the Senate stating the urgency of
actions of die state government the motion and warning of govincluding enacting "emer- ernment intrusion of the Board,
gency" legislation specifically Faculty Senate Chair Keith
aimed at removing die chair of Johnson opened the floor for
the Board of Regents and to questions from the senators.
Senator Mark Wasicsko, actmake it known that the Senate
_________
ing provost for
strongly
Eastern, was
encourages the
one of the first
Legislation not
to speak.
to
further
■ SGA also has an item
"I guess
restrict board
on Its agenda next wMk
this is one of
members to
regarding drafting art
those issues
only those with
reaokJtJon in support of
where
we
Kentucky resimight want to
dency, among
talk to our conother things.
stituents and
"One of the
people involved with pushing also might want to let time and
(SB 152) through has stated the courts sort out a little bit
next time the legislature meets more," Wasicsko said before
in regular session, which will be making a motion to put the
January 2004, that he intends to decision off until the next meetintroduce legislation that will ing.
The motion to postpone,
make it a requirement that all
board of regents from regional prompted quick reaction from
universities must be living in several of the Senate members,
Kentucky — which we believe including Senator Dorothy
obviously is potentially very Carter, associate professor for
harmful," Siegel said to the foreign language and humaniSenate Monday. "Not only for ties.
"I ask that we not put it off
the intrusion into university
governance, but also for how it until the next meeting because

this is not just what the courts
are trying to do to Mr. Rice —
this is what the kglalstoas are
in the process of doing to the
regional universities," Carter
said. "I would not see say reason to wait for this particular
case to be settled."
The debate continued back
and forth across the rooms as
senators argued for and against
the postponement
Senator Gil Smith, chair of
the art department, spoke in
favor of the postponement at
least until the senators had
more time to discuss and
digest all of the information
involving SB 152 at the department levels.
"Certainly things have happened very fast, curious and
without a lot of clarity," Smith
said. "I would like the opportunity for us to have a discussion
about this at the department
level. I think I know how I
would like to vote, but I am
leery of doing it in haste."
Siegel said she can understand reasons for tabling the
motion until its next meeting,
May 5, if the senate is uncomfortable, but feels the need for
the decision to be made by
summer. Jane Boyer and

curious and without a lot of clarity.
—Oil Smith
Faculty Senate member

»
Ernest House's terms expire
within the next few months.
Siegel said the governor is
going to make a decision sometime in early summer to
appoint one Board member
whose term expires, late summer to appoint a second, and if
for some reason Rice is forced
to resign his position, the governor may have a third position
to ml
"My concern is for some
message to be sent to the governor and to anyone else who
could perhaps leverage our
concern, that when these
appointments are made we
want to make sure that the
independence of the Board is
preserved and that university
governance sovereignty is preserved — that's really the concern," Siegel said. "I am not
trying to push through some-

Student awarded scholarship to help pay tuition
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

The Richmond Rotary
Club awarded Sylviana
Kurniawan, an Eastern student from Indonesia, its
Manier-Peak Scholarship at
its meeting April 2.
The scholarship is funded
by Rotarians in District 6740
and provides funding ranging
from a few hundred dollars
up to $1,000 to any international student attending an
accredited college or university within the district.
Students in financial need
who need assistance to get
through the school year are
encouraged to apply for the
scholarship.
"I felt relieved and glad
(after receiving the award)
because my study does not

Photo submitted/Progress
Sytvtana Kurniawan is presented the $1,000 Manier-Peak scholarship by
John Craft of the Richmond Rotary and Robert Rogow, dean of the
College of Business and Technology

have to be interrupted,"
Kurniawan said, adding
Eastern employee Beth
Blanchard alerted her about
the scholarship. "I can pay

my tuition, and now I can
focus on my finals."
In order to receive the
award, Kurniawan had to fill
out an application, submit

thing that everyone is still
uncertain about, if there's really a reason this should be
tabled please take it back to
your faculty — take it back to
your faculty and explain the
issue here — which is really
one of the autonomy of this university and potential continuance
of legislative intrusion in an area
that we should all be concerned
about" Siegel added.
Tuesday, the Student
Government Association agenda
will include drafting a letter in
support of Fred Rice, the chair of
Eastern's Board of Regents, who
was affected by SB 152, according to Mary HalL
For a look at other items discussed at the Faculty Senate meeting, see our Web site, wwuxtasternprogress.com, for a complete
version of the story.

Rifles team honored at conference
Ten members of Eastern's Honorary Penning Rifles Society
brought home several awards from the 2003 National Perahtog
Rifles National Conference held March 22 in Toledo, Ohio.
The competition consisted of various drill and ceremony
events that tested die aUDs of 18 rcilegrn and unvenaties from
across the nation.
Steven White, commander and president of the Penning
Rifles R-l, said nearly 120 cadets participated in the national
event, 10 of whom were from Eastern.
Eastern's team earned third place in the color guard competition, placed within the top 10 of the DDR Squad Drffl and took
1st place in die DDR Knockout event
White said he was honored with the accomplishment, but
feds the team deserves more.
They put a tot of time and effort in to it," he said. Tt takes a
Iot(rfdisciplnetonotc^placesohigh,butbesodec5k»ted."
However, these high awards did not come easy. White
explained team training takes place year round and an intense
workout began three weeks prior to the national competition.
They (the team) were giving up Saturdays to practice and
nights that they could have easily gone out and partied," Whae
said "But they were at home squaring away uniforms and going
over commands."
* Visit unvw.tastemprogrtss.com for pictures of the team.

two essays, two educator recommendations, a photocopy
of her visa and complete an
interview.
Kurniawan received the
award through the auspices
of Rotary Club member
George Wilson. John Craft,
Rotary Foundation representative, and Robert Rogow,
dean of the College of
Business and Technology,
presented the award to
Kurniawan.
Kurniawan is a transfer
student from the University
of Kentucky and has been
attending Eastern eight
months.
She is a junior and majoring in industrial technology
with an emphasis in quality
control.
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SGA Elections

SIpCOVERIIEIIf
ASSOCIATION

Residence Life Council

i

Each resident can vote for one representative from his or her respective hall.
Write in candidate space will be available on election day.
CMs Huffman

Extended Campus Councils
Each extended campus student can vote for one person in each office in their council.
This is for extended campus students only.

Online voting 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. www.eku.edu
You must have an active student e-mail
account to vote. Go to www.eku.edu and
activate your student e-mail account today!
If you have any questions please contact
Graham Trimble, Chairman of Elections, at

622-1724.

\
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S6A Elections2003
Executive Slate - Each student can vote tot
one slate

V*
Kristina O'Brien
Lance Melching

Jackie Leach
Tracy Gragston ^*mmm^*

Wee President Student Activities Council
bcli student can vote for ooo candidate

Amber Jones

Nick Shelton

Christina Thompson

i

Vice President Residence life Council
Each student can vote tor one candidate
Look for write-in candidates

Student Senate
Each student can vote tor three senators

iiiifiHiai
DartaDunn

jaredH,^

KyleMoon

5553n

JessicaSnapp

JesstcaCope

a fit

9fi

AlshaAdUns

AmyJoSmfJi

JCYbung

ChrteForfer

Susan Dehart

UseWehert

KeiHarts

11

JenrMer Ferguson

BtekeHorton

jr. Logsdon

BeneshaSmfJi

Each student can vote for one
representative for each section

Orrtera Wfcms
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Titans coach speaks on diversity, leadership
■VAOAN BAKER
Academy Award winner
Dauel Washington wasn't the
•tar who nearly packed the

Student Services Building
Auditorium last Thursday
night — it was the star
Washington portrayed, rather,
in the hit Disney film
"Remember the Titans.*
The words of Herman
Boone, former T.C. Williams
High School head football
coach, echoed through the
auditorium last week. His
booming voice filled the crowd
with advice for the future and
memories of his inspiring
coaching career.
Boone began by complimenting Eastern, saying he
has stepped foot on nearly 103
campuses and Eastern's campus seems the most "welcoming."
This campus welcomes
you and I think that has something to do with you young
people,* he said.
His cheery mood soon

turned more serious as he
commented on the situation
with Iraq.
There is absolutely nothing
dumber in this world than bidding against Americans — it
ain't worked since 1776, and by
God, we ain't going to let it get
started now," he said with emotion as the crowd roared in
applause.
"Before this war we've had
conflicts and other wars —
we've had recessions, we've
had depressions and over and
over again we as Americans
continue to survive. Now is the
time for you — the young leaders of our country — to come
to the aid and rescue of our
country."
"You may say, what can I
do?' — I'll tell you what you
can do — you can remain in
school and you can fight your
way every single day to reach
the goals of becoming a part of
the senior management in this
country where then you can
only make a difference. And
once you can make a difference the world is in for a

change."
scene where a brick Is thrown
Boone went on to discuss through his house wasn't truly
diversity, a subject he dealt a brick.
with greatly during his coach"Sad enough to say, it was
ing career.
the most dehumanizing thing
True diversity manage- ... it was a toilet stool... it was
ment begins and ends with the filled with this content." he
individual." he said. This is said, noting that the following
what diversity is about — who scene where he storms out of
you are as an individual. the house with a rifle was also
Diversity means, in short, false.
becoming open to what has
"I didn't have a toothpick in
been shut
my house." he laughed. "We
"We do live in a color soci- never owned a gun."
ety, but we must find a colorKeeping up with his Titan
neutral society. Dialogue is the players who were portrayed in
only tool you need to take back the movie, Boone said, is
to your dormitories and your something he does "every day,
communities that will help you every night"
overcome and destroy the evils
Boone said those who are
of racial prejudice."
interested may also keep in
After his motivational lec- touch with the Titans by visitture on diversity and leader- ing
their
Web
site,
ship, Boone explained some www.71organizations.com.
aspects of the blockbuster
"'Remember the Titans' is
movie based on his Titans about kids seeking strength,
coaching career that weren't courage, character, value and
exactly true.
the ability to transcend narrow"Sunshine didn't kiss any- minded thinking," he said. "As
body," he laughed. "He told me students there are lots of chalto make sure I told you that"
lenges that you have to go
Boone also noted that the through."

The 31 Eastern community
members appointed to a university Strategic Planning
Committee for the 2002-2003
fiscal year are in the initial
phase of the strategic planning
process, according to Laura
Koppes, chair of the committee.
Eastern's President Joanne
Glasser. appointed the committee to develop an initial phase of
the strategic planning process
this academic year and to create a strategic plan that will be
the basis for the university's
actions for the next three yean.
After gathering information
and input the committee began
drafting elements of the threeyear plan. At this point, the
committee has identified the
essential parts of the plan
including developing a vision
for the university, redefining
core values and identifying
institutional goals and strategic

directions, according to a letter
sent to the Eastern community
from the committee.
The initial phase is available
for viewing by visiting
www.eku.edu and clicking on
the link "Draft Strategic Plan."
According to Koppes, this is a
work in progress and the committee seeks comments from
the Eastern community.
"Once we get the feedback
from the community, we will
look at it and come up with a
strategic plan to recommend to
President Glasser," Koppes
said.
Koppes hopes to have all
feedback by April 18 and make
the final three-year plan recommendation to the president May
13.
Koppes stressed that the elements posted under "Draft
Strategic Plan" on Eastern's
Web site is not the complete
strategic plan, but instead more
of an outline of the plan. She
said the comprehensive strate-

gic plan will result from the
feedback of the posted outline.
Numerous areas of the university are represented in the
Strategic Planning Committee.
Members include students,
staff, faculty and administrators.
"Strategic planning is imperative for any academic institution to survive and succeed in
today's uncertain dynamic environment" Glasser said via email. "A strategic plan for a university is like a road map for a
traveler, the plan delegates
where we want to go and how
we will get there."
The committee's overall
goal is to develop a draft of a
three-year strategic plan by
the end of the semester and
submit it to the president in
May. In addition, the Strategic
Planning Committee will
develop a plan to link the budget and strategic planning
process, develop a strategic
plan template for use across
campus; develop a plan to

implement, assess and review
the process, as well as determine the goal of the committee beyond this year, according to Glasser.
With the current budget situation, Glasser recognizes the
importance of the plan and
hopes, through the identification of priorities and allocation
of resources, it will lessen the
impact of the money crunch.
Yet, she said the committee
will face several obstacles
while developing the threeyear plan.
According to Glasser, some
of the challenges the committee
has faced this year include
implementing a strategic planning process in an efficient and
an effective manner, developing
a strong relationship and communication with multiple
Eastern stakeholders or constituencies and taking into consideration numerous factors,
both internally and externally,
that influence the school.
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Former Titans football coach Herman Boon* spoke to a full house Jp
the Student Services Building last Thursday. He provided studenjs
advice for the future, spoke on diversity and leadership and highlighted memorable moments from his career aa a football coach, r
7
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to vtett campus for Intorvtewt
The Eastern Career Services Team has upcoming interviewing opportiuutiesajxlrthCTJobrelated seminari for students.
■ Enterprise Rent-A-Car will interview for a management
trainee 9 am-4:15 pm tomorrow in Room 422 of the SSB.
■ Federated Insurance wffl hold interviews on campus for a
marketing representative 9 a.m.-4:15 p.m. tomorrow in
423 of the SSB and AprO 18 9 am-4:15 pm ki Room 422 of SSB.
■ Wak Disney World College Program rttstntation and
up interviews were held yesterday in the SSB Auditorium
summer and fall internships. Interviews for those who
are 9 aja-6 pm today in rooms 422 and 423 of the SSB.
■ Guardian Life Insurance wfll hold interviews for a financial
represemative9am.4:15pmAprill81nRoom423oftheSSB.
■ The Kentucky State Government Fair wUJ be from 10 ami
pm April 23 m the Powell Buikfing.
■ Cofnmunications Career Daw wil be held 8:30 ajrt-3 30 pm
April 24 in the Perkins Conference Center.
■ Exploring EKU Recruiting will be held at 330 pm Tuesday
and Wednesday in Room 460 of the Student Services Buildtog.
■ Government Job Search wffl be held at 3:30 pm Tuesday and
Wednesday in Room 460 of the SSB.
■ Resume and Cover Letter Writing wffl be held at 330 pm
AprO 22-23 in Room 460 of the SSB.
,
■ Job Search for Procrastinators wil be held at 330 pm April
29-30 in Room 460 of the SSB.
Campus interviews will also take place.
Additional information about the events can be found at
www.carefr.eirti.edu.
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Running For Office
Four run for SAC;
RLC race unopposed

wo teams vie for top SGA spots
IYQMAMMU

BKpvOT*

Aa the Student Government
Association says goodbye to the
first full year of the Shared
Governance Program, four
Eastern students campaign to
become the next student leaders for the organization, taking
Student Government into the
next year.
Elections for the student
body president and Regent are
next Tuesday. In preparation,
candidates have made appearances at student organizational
meetings and placed campaign
materials around campus.
April 8 SGA hosted its annual
presidential debate where slated candidates Jacquetyn Leach
and Tracy Gragston and candidates Krlstina O'Brien and
Lance Melching answered
questions about platforms and
general objectives the next SGA
administration will work toward.
Running for office is something this slate is accustomed
to. Both Leach and Gragston
have served as officers or
chairmembera in several
Eastern organizations, including the SGA. Their experience
in those capacities is what
Leach aaid la an Important
aspect the two will bring to the
table if elected student body
president/Regent and executive
vice president
"All students need to enjoy
their college experience," Leach
said in an interview, noting she
is already attentive to student
concerns on campus.
"The students need somebody who knows campus, from
living in the halls to sitting in
the desks that may or may not
fit students of all sizes. I care
about "what are the problems
and concerns' that students
have," she said.
Her runningmate aaid one
issue of concern for many students is safety. "We've had rapes

on this campus this school year
and that has to be addressed,"
Gragston said.
"Residence Life Council perhaps can look into ways to help
tile residents prevent this from
happening. Safety should be one
focal point (of the next administration)," he said.
Leach and Gragston hope to
strengthen the ties between
Student Government and other
organizations on campus to prevent diversity and promote inclusiveness.
"We need to get people from
other organizations to work
together, Leach said. "If you
don't know how to do something
or if you need help, the SGA
should be there to say Veil help
you learn.'"
Both Leach and Gragston
make diversity an issue in the
forefront
"Diversity to me is inchiaivenesa. Ifs beyond the black-whitr
issue. It includes people of all
backgrounds and all preferences. Ifs about people coming
together and functioning together. Ifs about respect" she said.

Nsws twtfsr

fc Log on to www.
UM

Three individuals will compete for vice president of the
Student Activities Council and
one student is running uncontested for vice president of the
Residence Life Council. Each
candidate was given the opportunity to answer questions during a
question/answer debate held
Tuesday night

your social security

numbsf as ID and birthday
as pin numbsf. Follow
dbeostons from thsrs.

"Students don't realize how
much of a voice they really have
when It comes to Issues that
affect them directly," O'Brien
said.
"The purpose of SGA is so
students have a line of communication act up (with administration) and for students to
know somebody will address
their concern through the proper channels," she snid.
The two really hope to get
the co-curricular transcript program implemented on the
Eastern campua. Melching,
who played a significant role In
starting the pilot program, said
the co-curricular transcript will
be a benefit to students.
"Ifs an opportunity for stuThey describe each other aa
the student advocate meets aca- dents to be recognized for the
demic advocate. O'Brien and leaderahip roles they hold," he
Melching served aa Student said.
Melching said if elected, he
Rights chair and Academic
Affairs chair respectively this hopes to run the Senate with
past year in the SGA The two consistency and by making
ssy their experience with the aure the Senate, Student
committees and university Activitiea Council and RLC
administrators Is an asset and is work together to make Shared
Important if elected aa the stu- Governance work.
O'Brien, who is a non-tradident body president/Regent
tional student, said ahe would
and executive vice president
The two hope to keep cur- like to see the SGA expand outrent issues on the forefront of ward and work closely with
such
aa
the SGA agenda next fall and organizations
spring. Issues such ss the Panhellenic and Interfraternity
plus/minus moratorium; the Council to have more outreach
new tuition policy that requires with the students on campua.
"Some organizations feel like
those students taking more
than 16 hours to pay S60 per they aren't being represented.
credit hour over, co-curricular Lance and I are willing to work
tranacripta, and a commitment extremely hard for the students
Eastern
Kentucky
to make shared governance at
University," she said.
work.

TEACHER RECRUITMENT MIR
Teachers and Student Teachers are
invited to attend the Ohio Valley
Educational Cooperative (OVEC)
Spring Teacher Recruitment Fair on
Thursday, April 24, 2003 from
2:00 - 5:00 p.m. Recruiting
representatives from the following
OVEC school districts will be on
hand to interview for open positions
for the 2003-04 school year: Bullitt,
Carroll, Eminence Indpt., Franklin,
Gallatin, Grant, Henry, Oldham,
Owen, Shelby, Spencer, and
Trimble Counties. Candidates are
encouraged to bring a resume
and/or portfolio. The Fair will be
held at the OVEC Office, 100 Alpine
Drive in the Hi-Point Business
Center just off KY 55, just 3 miles
north of I-64 (Exit 35) at Shelbyville,
KY. For more information call
502-647-3533, ext. 216 or visit the
website: www.ovec.org

kinds of programs would really
draw people in."
Jones added as vice president
of SAC she also would look at
working with campus organizations.

BY ADAM BAKER

:Tuesday

Nick Shelton, candidate for
SAC, said before events are
planned students should
be surveyed
to gain understanding of
which programs are
popular.
" W e
should make
students feel
like they're
involved," he NlckSbsrton,
SAC
said.
Shelton
added
he
would look at changing the
format of current programming.
"I would change how often
we have eventa," he said.

Chris
Huffman, the
sole candidate
for RLC, aaid
he would try
to increase
attendance at
housing programs
by
offering
Chris Huffman,
incentives.
"Free food
RLC
gets people
out, then you
can get your message out once
you get people there," he aaid.
Huffman said he has many
goals he would work toward
including improving living conditions, finding Greeks their own
housing and to "bring RLC into
the light, among other things.

Christina Thompson, candidate for SAC,
also
expressed
desire
to
improve programming.

Amber
Jones, candidate for SAC,
said "communication ia a
key" in boosting
attendance at campus activities,
and
ahe
would work
on promoting Ambsr Jonss.
campus
SAC
events better.
"1 would really like to see programs that realty push the envelope for the university — some
of the non-traditional activities
for students," she said. "These

"Since we
do have such
a
diverse
population
we need to
do a lot
Christina
more proThompson,
Srama on
SAC
iverelty,"
ahe
aaid.
"We alao need to focus on
issues that relate to college
students like alcohol and
domestic abuse."
Thompson noted that aside
from "education events," the "fun
eventa" should be aimed at what
students want
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Campus looking
to install more
security cams
BYQMAVAU

Msnsging editor

They watch you from
above. Like a small set of
robotic eyes, they move left
and right and can follow
your every move.
Cameras ... on top of
campus buildings in 13 different locations. Cameras
that are so powerful one on
top of Commonwealth Hall
can zoom in on the license
plate of a car or even zoom
in to movement in the
Ashland Commuter Parking
Lot.
"Of course, we're not
going to see everything."
said Tom Lindquist. director
of Eastern's Division of
Public Safety. "But they provide us with good images
when we have something to
concentrate on."
The cameras project
images into the Eastern
Public Safety Division. An
officer or dispatcher will
watch the cameras during
the day and evening for
suspicious movements.
While cars are still broken in to, the cameras are a
valuable asset to the safety
of students, according to
Lindquist.
"We can look for suspicious behaviors or monitor
events on campus and send
officers if needed," he said.
"We also use the cameras to
track approaching severe
weather."
The technology was
installed in 1996 and since
then has seen some equipment
problems.
Malfunctions occur occasionally and the system is
becoming expensive to
maintain.
According to Lindquist,
huge wind gusts often cause
the gears that move the
cameras and zoom the picture to wear out.
The division is hoping to
spend around $10,000 on
upgrading the cameras and
the system and expanding
it to allow for six to seven
new cameras to be placed
on areas of campus that
don't have the desired
amount of camera coverage. Also, Lindquist hopes
to replace the original analog system to a digital one
allowing for higher resolution of images.
"Sometime the system

will have to be replaced,"
Lindquist said. "It's just like
computer technologies.
This system is not obsolete,
but it's getting to the point
where it's time to invest in
it to make it more reliable
and to enhance our security
systems."
OtllM »e>ciintl#»

In addition to Eastern's
eye in the sky. public safety
regularly patrols campus in
patrol cars, on foot and on
bike.
On the average day at
any given time, at least
three or four patrol officers
and student cadets patrol
the campus streets and
sidewalks to ensure student
safety. However, Lindquist
said the department is seeing cutbacks in that area
because of budget constraints.
"We've taken a couple
of manpower hits," he
said.
Lindquist said within the
past two years the division
has lost two officers — an
officer per year and the
division will lose another
officer in this upcoming
year.
"The main part of our
budget goes to manpower,
but we have a small amount
to operate from," Lindquist
said.
Student protection

Lindquist suggests all
students, faculty and staff
keep an eye on each other.
Utilizing the neighborhood watch program on
campus is something he
says will help keep everyone safe.
"The neighborhood
watch is not a new concept," he said. "If everyone would just keep an eye
out for things and report
suspicious acts immediately. The security of the
facilities on the campus is
no better than that of the
people who operate in
them."
Lindquist suggests members of the Eastern community log on to the public
safety Web site frequently
to learn about campus
crime and to read about
how to keep safe on campus. The address is
www.publicsafety.eku.edu.

Lucky No. 9: student wins tickets to awards show
could see who was performing
before they announced it."
The two traveled by bus with
To most people the number a group of Kentuckians. They
nine doesn't mean much, but went to the Wild Horse Saloon
for Shanna Charles, a senior and had a banquet dinner.
They also went to the prebroadcasting major from Zoe,
the number nine meant tickets show party that aired on CMT
where they saw Montgomery
to see all her favorite artists.
Charles was caller No. 9 for Gentry, one of her favorite
groups, perform.
radio station K-93's
"They were awecontest to win tickets
some," Charles said.
to Country Music
"We were on television,
Television's
at least we think ...
Flameworthy 2003
(and) once they were
Video Music Awards.
done performing we
"I was goofin' off
made our way to where
one day and I didn't
think I'd get it,"
they enter their bus
and were 3 feet from
Charles said.
them. That has got to
When she found out
be the most memoshe won, the first per- Shanna
rable experience."
son she called was her Diaries tea
Charles said her
roommate and best senkx broadview of awards shows
friend Barbara Goode, casting major.
realty changed.
whom she decided to
"When people at
take with her to
Nashville for the big event
home are watching commer"Our seats at the awards cials, the backstage crew is setwere very far away from the ting up that stage," Charles
stage," Charles said, "but we said, "and the artist is teasing
BY AUSMA HOCKWaMTW
Assistant nsws sditor

PtwtosubmftM
Shanna Charles, a student from Zoe, won a radio call-in contest and
received tickets to the CMT Flameworthy 2003 Video Music Awarda,

the audience next to the stage.
Charles, whose dream is to
host backstage at the Grand
Ole Opry, made it one step
closer to that achievement.
"I was talking to the representative of K-93 while at the
Wild Horse Saloon," Charles
said. "We were talking about

internships since I am a broadcasting major."
Charles had an interview
yesterday for an internship
position.
Her overall experience was
wonderful and CMT and K-93
were great hosts, Charles said.
"We had a blast
blast"
^ve

Students to see several major housing changes next year
BY ADAM BAKER
Nttws writer

Eastern's Housing Office will
be shaking things up next year
with several changes to campus
residence halls.
After a meeting between the
Housing Office and Student
Affairs last Wednesday, a new fall
2003 campus housing plan was
m?de official. The design
includes additional non-smoking
floors, first-year-student only
halls and upperclassmen only
halls.
In the new housing layout,
according to Kenna Middleton,
director of housing, a little more
than 50 percent of bed space will
be non-smoking. All halls will
have at least one non-smoking
floor and two halls, Case and
Palmer, will become totally
smoke-free environments.
Middleton said her office fell
these changes were needed after
nearly 70 percent of students
stated they were non-smokers

and 45 percent of students
requested smoke-free environments on resident lifestyle
forms.
However, with these new
smoking rules, Middleton noted
some students might find it difficult to comply.
"I think it will really be
important as we move in this
direction that we also give assistance to people who are interested in smoking cessation programs," she said.
With the move to a more
smoke-free environment,
Middleton explained she and
Facilities Services would also
be looking into improving the
ventilation systems in residence halls.
Rules enforcing a smoke-free lifestyle,
Middleton said, may also be
changed.
"I'm sure that in the end it will
come down to that there are
going to have to be some penalties if you don't comply with
what the lifestyle agreement is,"
she said.

r:

First-year students will not be
the only ones who wiD have their
own special place on campus,
Middleton said. Clay Hall will be
an upperclassmeivonry hall.
She said to be accepted into
Clay Hall, residents will not be
required to complete a set
amount of course credits, but
rather "simply already had your
on-campus experience."
Despite rumors, Middleton
said private rooms will be
offered next semester, but residents who do not currently have
a private room must wait to
declare private in the fall.
Residents who currently have
private rooms are reissued privates automatically.
Eastern's housing policy currently has no deadline for applications; therefore, campus housing is typically overloaded at the
start of the semester.
Conversely, once classes begin
the number usually decreases.
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Haass by Clawe
The new housing plan also
consists of residence halls set
aside specifically for students of
a certain class level
Case Hall and Palmer Hall
will be reserved for first year students only.
Middleton explained nearly
450 students requested a first
year experience dorm last year.
However, Case Hall, housing just
130 residents, was the only hall
of this kind at die time.
Because of the high demand
for flrst-year-student-only halls,
the Housing Office decided to
declare Palmer Hall a first year
experience hall as well.
"Palmer became the place
that, logistically, was a prime
location," she said, noting its
proximity to the Powell Building
and central campus.
Middleton said current residents of Palmer Hall, and anyone
else affected by campus housing
changes, wiD get a priority move
before the official room change
date.
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HPR390 Beginning Capoeira CRN # 14196
HPR390lratem>9dtaSeCapoeimCRN#141^
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HAVE FUN IN CLASS!
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I by Earl Burns
I would like to welcome
! In formal do's
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'£ Christina Cathcart, editor

Accent

The winner of the Eastern
Idol contest moves on to
Star Search after impressing
folks with his twist on
country music Friday. Find
out the details on B4.
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Duct tape protects, serves
nation as new survival tool
place," said Doug Whitlock, vice president of administrative affairs. They have all the particular data they
need to make suitable plans and they're moving as fast
Duct tape has had many reincarnations over the as they can."
years. It's been used to fix just about anything imaginSheker-in-place is the method used to keep contamable: to patch ripped fabrics, a cracked engine hose or inated air out of a building. This is one of two methods
an old beat-up sneaker sole.
— the other being evacuation — that can be used in the
As die hobbyist's right-hand adhesive, duct tape has case of die release of a hazardous chemical into the air,
been die material of choice in designing clothing, belts, the theory being that exposure to the airborne chemiwallets and even picture frames.
cals might be less if people are sealed indoors.
But this year, the government found a new use for
For several weeks. Eastern has been discussing
duct tape: defense against
what to do during such an incichemical warfare.
dent, Whitlock said Duct tape
In •Khar the cam
Officials advised folks in
and other supplies would be
Our
February to have duct tape in
of chemical
needed in the case the sheher-intheir homes to use to seal winplace plan is the method used.
Sticky warfare or
dows and doors with plastic
According to Whitlock, safety
chemical
Savior? accident, duct
sheeting in case of a chemical
supplies will be placed in central
or biological terrorist attack.
locations in each building on
tape could save countless tvee.
The national wave of panic
campus.
It worked juet fine for the mMary:
to buy duct tape hit Richmond
The supplies and new inforDuct tape was nret Inverted In
almost immediately after that
mation placards on where to go
1042torueelnWorldWarll.lt
announcement
in case of a chemical accident or
was ortginaJry used to keep
There were a lot of scared
attack will be in each building by
moisture out of ammunaJon cases.
customers in here buying up
the end of this semester.
duct tape," said Jordan
Afterwards, duct tape found a home
Whitlock said.
Roberts, the hardware departAccording
to
Larry
In todboxae around the world
ment manager at Wal-Mart in
Westbrook, Eastern's safety coorbecause of Its abHrry to connect
Richmond. They weren't just
dinator, the goal is to have as
heating and ak conditioning ductbuying one roll; most folks
much control over residents'
work. The color even changed
were grabbing two or three at a
safety as possible.
from Army green to atvar to
time."
The long-range plan is to
match the ducts. Thar* when
ACE Hardware had a 20-25
have all the buildings' heating
people began caflng It duct tape.
percent increase in duct tape
and cooling systems connectThe name stuck.
sales after the initial announceed to Facilities Services (physiPeople now uee duct tape as a
ment, according to assistant
cal plant)," Westbrook said.
manager Troy Burns.
material fw thek designs,
"Right now, if there's an acciDuct tape panic even
dent, you're supposed to go to an
whether in ctothlng, accaeeorlee
spurred the creation of a docuinner room with few windows
or nearly anything etee.
mentary
—
"Avoiding
and doors and turn off the ventiFreshmen graphic deeign metor
Armageddon" — which will be
lation."
Angela Aftenueec duct tape to fix
shown on KET2 April 14-16 at
Eastern's official plan of
things and as a frame tor al her
9 p.m. each night
action in case of a chemical emerfavorite we* hangings in her
Alan Banks, director of the
gency, as stated on the emerdorm room.
center of Appalachian studies,
gency procedures Web site, is to
"You can make anything out of duct
said the documentary — and
follow instructions given by the
tape,' Alan said. It's flexible, but
the presentation, panel discusMadison County Emergency
sion and luncheon on die topic
yet strong enough to sustain a
Management Agency, which will
at 11 a.m., April 24 in the Grand
be broadcast on TV, radio or the
lerge amount of mass. It even
Reading Room of the library —
emergency sirens in Richmond.
fixes things; its great,"
discusses chemical warfare
Hazardous chemicals can be
For more intormaoon on the eJtemeand the effects it has on comreleased in Madison County from
Bve uses of duct tape, goto
munities around the world.
area factories, trucks containing
htto'iAvww.octenecreattwexom
This documentary is
chemicals traveling on 1-75 or the
/ducnape/.
designed to raise awareness
railroad or from the BGAD.
about weapons of mass
The BGAD, located on US. 25
destruction and raise diaSouth and Ky. 421, will be
logues about the implications for our communities," required to dispose of the 523 tons of chemicals located
Banks said.
there by 2007, according to the Chemical Weapons
As a port of the Madison County community. Convention Treaty passed by Congress.
Eastern is preparing as well. Although there are not yet
The Depot has housed munitions containing the
supplies like duct tape and plastic sheeting for each nerve agent satin or mustard gas since 1944.
building on campus, plans are being discussed in light
Army officials determined last December that neuof the Blue Grass Army Depot's proximity to campus. tralization would be the most viable option for disposing
The possibility of a chemical accident at the Depot war- of the chemicals.
"If the chemicals did get here it would be in low conrants these safety measures, officials say.
The Anny Corp of Engineering has been on cam- centration, so it might be better to seal up and stay put"
pus and has developed a plan for shelter-in- Westbrook said
BY CHRISTINA CATHCART

Accent editor
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TODAY

8 p.m.
A contra dance will be held at
ArtsPUce. 161 N. Mill Street in
Lexington. For more information
cal (859) 269-2713.

April is declared
Marijuana Awareness
Month at Eastern
Wtmts on Tap Ed*or

SATURDAY

10 a.m.
The 5K Earth Day Run will
begin at the Stratton
Building. Register early in
Room 202 of the Begley
Building or on the day of the
race at the Stratton Building
between 9-9:45 a.m.
1 p.m.
Eastern's Softball team will
play Austin Peay at Hood
Field.
1 p.m.

Eastern's baseball team will
play Southeast Missouri at
Turkey Hughes Field.

I

April la being called
Mvifimift AWITCDCM Month
by member* of the Students
for a Sensible Drug Policy
Group. This group's purpose
is to educate people about
the war on drugs and involve
the youth in the political
process.
Every Wednesday of mis
month, students from the
group will be presenting a
historical look at die war on
drugs and the prohibition of
marijuana. Each talk will
cover a specific time period
and highlight such topics as
the money spent on the war
on drugs and the benefits of
marijuana use. The students
from the group will speak at
6 p.m. in the Crabbe Library,
Room 108.
Marijuana Awareness Day
(MAD) will be from 4-10 pan.
April 21 in the Ravine. The
event wffl bold informational
booms on marijuana as well

Aaaadaat I if. Ml.*rt«
305 Gen Lane (behind Recordsmirh 1
Phone 851-625-5366
Sunday ichool: 10 im.
Sun. Morning Wonhip: 11 am
Sum. Evening wonhip: 6 p.m.
Wcdnciuiay evening: 7 pjn.
Radio Service*: Weekdays * 1:30 p.m.
on WCBR 1110 AM
Van rides available on or off campus.
(Contact church A leave message.)
Bag Hal Avenue ( hristkaa
129 Big Hill Avc.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (i

)
Sunday School: 9:45 am.
Monday Worship: 10:45 am
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. Christian Student*
Serving Christ meets at 7 p.m. Call
the office alone of Ike numbers I isled
above fix transportation to meetings.
Church •/Christ
461 Tobono (in BrooUinc Sub. off
Ooggm Lane — West side 1-73)
Sunday: 9:30 am. 10-JO am, 6 pm
College Bible Study: Wednesdays. 7
PJB.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
< hurra *T Our Savlsar
2323 Lexington Rd (U.S. 25 N.)
Phoar 139-623-1226
Sunday Worshsp: 8:30 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Ads* Education: 9:30 am
Canterbury Fellowship: Tuesday at
11:45 at Powell C.nll

1783 Lancaster Rd
Service lunes Sunday, 10:45 >a
WednesdayF armry Night: 7 pjn.
Par rides or more lafbrrrastion cat 859623-4639.
Pint;
1405 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone: 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9:30 am
Sunday Wonhip: 8.27 ajn.. 10:45 ajn.
* 6:30 p.m.
WWaWMBy NrgH Prayer Md ccH
groups: 7:00 pjn.
College age fellowship activate*. Fall
and Spnsg Retrcsl
For free irnastiinlaliisi to gSsans) sarvicea, en* 859-624-9878

First Presbyterian Chnrch (PCUSA)
330 W. Main Si.
Phone: 859-623-5323
Sunday School: 9:45 am.
Sunday Wonhip: 11 ajn.
Weekly Bible Study: Monday. 10 am..
in the Church Parlor
Family Night Supper (weekly and
free') Wednesday. 6 p.m., in the
Fellowship Hall.
First I sated Mrtasdtst < bares
401 West Main St.
Phone: 839-623-3580
Wonhip Services: Sunday 8:30 ajn. •
Traditional a, 10:45 a.m. Blend Service
Sunday School: 935 a.m. A Small
Oroupt
nitnatind First Church «f the
136 Aspen Avc.
Phone:839-623-3510
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
Sunday evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m. - Bible Study.
Youth. College A Career. Children s
Programs
St. Stephen CSassWJ Newnss. t ester
405 University Dr.
Phone:859-623-9400
Sunday Maaa: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper 6 p.m. (SI.00)
Inquiry classes tor IsasSSaatJ Catholic:
Wednesday 7 p.m.
Newman Night for ah" students: Wed 9
p.m.
St. issaaas Latheraa Church
1285 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone: 839-623-7234
Sunday TradsHonal Service. 8:30 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:45 ajn.
Sundsy Consensporsry Worshsp: II

I

—

8 p.m.
CBC bible study will meet in
the Powell Lobby. For more
information call Carlene Webb '
at 622-2642.

WEDNESDAY
Iunoi
auk tVln
rlilTiT n■■ ■ ■
rancKnTogrtM

Join Students for a SsnsMe Drug PoUcy at Marijuana Awareness
Dsy April 21 from 4-10 p.m. In ths Ravins.

They work on the university their meetings, they show
level as part of more than 150 educational movies and
national chapters. The mem- answer questions about the
bers focus on the positive myths associated with marieffects of marijuana such aa juana's negative effects.
reducing tumors, stopping
Students for s Sensible
asthma attacks and reducing Drug Policy are also involved
the Greenhouse Effect
in the Million-Marijuana
The group holds meet- March in Lexington on May
ings each Tuesday in Moore 3 and they are participating
111 at 5 p.m. In addition to in the 5K Earth Day Run on
planning these events during April 12.

8 p.m.
Eastern's Theatre Department;;
presents "Oleanna" in the"
Gifford Theatre. Admission is .
$4 for students. The play con-':
tinues through Saturday.
7 p.m.
Christian Student Fellowship"
will meet at the Wesley;
Foundation for a free meal and,,
worship.

UPCOMING
April 21
Ex-WWE wrestler. Mick Foley will speak at 7 p.m. in the'•
Brock Auditorium.
■■

Online Exclusive Offer for Graduating Students

Transportation available
WWt Oak Poad Caristiaa
(Disciple* of Christ |
1238 Barnes Mill Rd (at Ooggins
Lane)
Phone:839-623-6515
Sunday Wonhip: 9 am A II am
Coflcc Fellowship: Sunday*. 10 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:15 a.m.
Fhght 7.-07- a coistcmporary prat* and]
worship service, Sundays at 7:07 p.m.
Monday Prayer Experience : 5:30
pjn.
Wednesday Dinner and Bible Study: 6
p.m.
Unitarian-Unfversalist Fellowship
209 St. George St.
Where religion and reason meet.
Adult service, youth program, and preschool care.
Sundsy morning at 10:45
Family Night last Sunday of the
■aonth.
For more information, call 859-623
4614 or 859-626-9940.

know

you're eligible for

Irtasty Chnrrh PCA
315 Spongier Dr.
(behind Pizza but off the by-pass)
Richmond Ky 40475
Worship at 9:30 am
Sunday School at 11:10 am
Pastor Curt Gardner
Phone: 859-624-8910
Web page:* ildcatbrucxonvascnvtnnayj
Rkaaassad OaaVat af Christ
713 W. Man St
Services: Sunday Bible School 9 am
Sunday worship 10 am.
Sunday evening 6 pm
Wednesday Bsblc School 7 pjn.
Colonels For Chnet 9 pjn Thursday
Powell Build, sg
Phone: 623-8533

10,000 free
frequent flyer miles
from United Airlines
just for graduating?

P-»»Wnaaiiiiay Service: 7 pjn.
Night Youth Meetmg: 6:30
P aaaL. aVaU K>00 aaaaatf

of Orate Batatas PSa]nasaa,

m

simple, easy and best of all, free!

I0-.45 am A 6 pm
PraysrA rkbtc Sasdy: 7

■•-

8 p.m.
Eastern's Dance Theatre pre-'_sents their spring concert in
the Student Services BuildingAuditorium. Admission is $5
for students. The concert conV'
tinues through Thursday.
■ • '•

Trsasty Mlaali sai j asaastsst Caaasa*
Jack s Creek Pike* U.S. 25 N.
Tony Herald, Minister
Phone: 859-62 V6868
Sunday School: 9:45 ajn.
Sunday Worshsp Service: 11a.m. and 6

spa*.

Weaa.iaayWorsatp-t:l5pm
S.U.B.S.- 7:30 tm at KU Canter.
S-nawaadBtbfc Study

Field.

p.m.

330 W. Main at Lancaster Ave
one: 859-623-4028
Sunday School 9:40 am
Sunday waaaasga«JO am, 11 am *

-

president of
Students for Sensible Drug
Policy Group, will share the
positive effects of marijuana
use and reasons why it
should be legalised. Also,
Libertarian Party Candidate,
Gatewood Galbraith will
apeak as a marijuana activist
The purpose of this
event is to "educate people
on marijuana and its good
uses," said Rebecca Lincoln.
member of Studenta for a
Sensible Drug Policy. She
also encouraged people to
come out and see what the
group is all about. "Many
people don't understand or
respect what we do."
Students for a Sensible
Drug Policy started in
November and has more
than 20 members. Their goal
is to lower laws on drugs.

3 p.m.
Eastern's baseball team will
play Xavier at Turkey Hughes

8 p.m.
Eastern's
Percussion''
Ensemble and Steel Band will';
perform in the Brock
Auditorium. Admission is free. *

as animal welfare and environmental issues. There wii
be several local bands
including. Infected, Fayed
and Deep 13, who will perform during the night as well

CHURCH DIRECTORY

i

2 p.m.
.w
Eastern's Softball team wIlC
play Western Kentucky at
Hood Field.

Group wants sensible drug policy

BY LWM POLLOCK

9:45 a.m.
The 2003 Eastern Clarinet
Recital will be held in Brock
Auditorium. Connie Rhoades,
a professor of clarinet from
Eastern will perform first.
Concerts by Robert Riseling
and Maxine Ramey will also
be held in Brock at 4 p.m. and
8 p.m. All recitals are free and
open to the public.

TUESDAY

PICK

8-11 p.m.

FRIDAY

Linda Pollock, editor

PROGRESS

7:30 p.m.
The Chsutauqu* 9eries on
love presents, "Love in
Marriage. Now and Then"
with author Marilyn Yalom in
the Student Services Building
Auditorium.
Campus Crusade for Christ
will meet in the Adams room
of the Wallace Building.

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Linda
PbOock at 622-1872
or by email at
progress@eku.edu.

gradzone

Wsll Ml you how to caasrn your frtw (
Sana ant) ssjfesanaj aaiSaiiat i

warn

Around&About

Katie Weitkamp, editor
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Easter gathering
needs students
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

The Easter
Program Is looking
for student
volunteers

Around&About editor

Eastern wants to give an
Easter gift to children in the
area. That gift is to spend the
day with a student this Easter
season. The Easter Season
Program was designed to
show area children Eastern's
campus and spend time with
them while helping them
make crafts to give to their
families for Easter.
Originally the program was
to last two days this weekend,
one for children of Madison
Avenue Apartments and one
for children living in Brockton
Family Housing.
That's all changed though.
Due to lack of volunteers, the
event was changed to one day
for both groups. But now, the
entire event has been postponed to either the last weekend in April or first weekend
in May until more participants
join the effort.
Adam Carter, a residence
hall coordinator who is planning the program, needs volunteers to help these children.
Carter contacted Resident
Assistants, the Residence Life
Council, Kappa Delta Tau,
Colonels Who Care and other
service-oriented groups, but
is still looking for more volunteers. Also needed are students who can help with crafts
throughout the day, serve
lunch and hide Easter eggs.
The program still needs volunteers willing to spend time
with the children. Right now
they plan to have 60 children;
however, each child must have
a student to show them around.
If there are less volunteers than
children, some children won't
be able to come to the event.
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D.O.V.E. Ball 2003
Sorority
helps raise
money,
educate

Doa to lack of voiunta«fs,

to
ha*) cMWran hava a
batter Easter has bMn
postponed to attwr tha
teat wMkand In April or
first woavcand of May.
■MM Interacted In tha
program should contact
Adam Carter at
622-3666.

BY KATK WEITKAMP

Around&About editor

It's time to dress up and
dance — for a cause. To help
out the community, Mandy
Hancock and Pi Beta Phi are
planning a ball to help end
domestic violence. The
Domestic Violence Education
Ball will be held at 7:30 p.m.
April 26 in the Four Quads
Room of the Perkins
Included in the Easter fes- Building.
"There are not many commutivities are Easter egg hunts,
crafts, food and spending time events for adults in the com- nity service
with a non-family member munity," said Hancock, a and work for the
as
well,"
junior at Eastern and coordi- community
who is a student at Eastern.
At the end of the event, chil- nator of the ball. "The sorori- Hancock said. "We are dedidren will have a treat bag as ty wanted to do it for the cated to service, and this will
well as their crafts to take community rather than just help show that."
Another reason the sororihome. Also, a "family basket" for students."
Hancock came up with the ty decided to choose domeswill be given as a grand prize,
which will include a dinner for idea of a charity ball from her tic violence for their fundfour and free movie certificates. sister, who always wanted to raiser is because it is pre"For campus, my main con- put one together, but couldn't dominately a female issue.
cern is to teach the impor- decide which charity to help. Hancock said her sorority, as
tance of service," Carter said. Hancock's mother works at a a group of women, has a high
"I come from a line that does women's shelter, so it risk of having some of its
a lot of community service, so seemed clear to Hancock members experience domeswhich cause the donation tic violence, not because of
it's important to me."
who they are as individuals,
The children targeted are should go toward.
As a member of Pi Beta but because they are women.
disadvantaged, whose parents
Another important aspect
can't give them the historical Phi, Hancock hopes the
plentiful holidays. We want to event will help bring a better for Hancock and her sorority
give them a holiday experi- name to Greek organizations is the percentage of children
who are also affected by
ence to remember and to help on campus.
"A lot of people think of domestic violence.
them generally to have a good
"It's not only women; it
bad things when they think
time," Carter said.
To help with the program, about Greek organizations. happens to 70 to 75 percent
contact Adam Carter at 622- This could be a way to get of kids too," Hancock said.
Since the D.O.V.E. Ball is
people to realize we do do
3556.

UElcrtinWirtMl
Capoeira is a unique 400yr old martial art
from Brazil. It combines dance, martial arts,
music, and gymnastics into a sport and
game for everyone.
Because Capoeira is such a unique
combination of dance, acrobatics and
fighting skis, it develops endurance,
flexibility and alertness in its practioners
well as physical strength and mental
Capoeira is featured in games and movies
such as the style Eddie Gordo uses in the
gameTekken. rt can also be seen in the
movie "Only the Strong

Mill III FtaUll
Al are welcome in class. Whether you've
trained before or you've never had any martial
arts experience. Capoeira is right for you
Plus, it is exciting and fun to learn!

Classts art tfftrtl startiii
Fail 2083-lM.6pA-8im
HPR190 Beginning Capoeira cm # is 141
HPfl 190 Irrtermediate Capoeira cm # is 14194 J
HPR 212 Capoeira cm # Is 14196
^^^",^™"^™
HPR 390 Begmning Capoeira cm #iB 14196
Register fodaesw onine at
HPR 990 WermeoTate Capoeira Oil # is H^n^^jgflMmtMtM
For more information caN Tim Roberts
HPR282 countsas a general ed requterneni
at 859.626.0521 or e-mail
HPR190 can be a tee elective HPR390 mm count
Vntiobert8@hopian.net
tea 300level freeehctve!

Tha logo tor tha DOVE BaitI
deaignad by Richard Hancock. Mandy
Hancock's latter. Mandy and ter sorority
art coordinating tte MM

t he
first of
its kind in
the Eastern community, the sorority is working hard to get things set for
the ball. They hope that
although this is the first year
for the ball, it will become an
annual event for the sorority.
"It's trial and error really,"
Hancock said.
After the initial idea was
presented, the sorority
formed several committees to
help plan the event, including
publicity, entertainment and
education.
The ball is intended to not
only raise money, but also
educate about domestic violence. There will be five
booths set up at the ball with
information on shelters and
other places that help women
in trouble.
The entertainment for the
night will be the music of Blue

Umbrella, an all female band
from Louisville donating their
time and talent to the event.
Also, a DJ will play when the
band takes breaks.
Dress for the ball ia semiformal. Hancock and Pi Beta
Phi expect to raise up to
$4,000 at the event from ticket sales as well as auctions.
One of the items to bid on is
a basketball signed by Tubby
Smith, which already has a
$100 bid.
Pi Bete Phi hopes to see a
representative from each organization on campus at the
event. Hancock said it ia important for the campua to come
together and help with issues,
especially ones as prevalent as
domestic violence.
Individual tickets cost $30
and couples' tickets cost $50.
The ball will be from 7:30
p.m. to midnight April 26, but
reservations must be made
by April 19.

;■■
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Lookout Nashville:
I [ere comes 'chocolate-covered country'
■Y AUMM HOCXENBMTH

Assistant news editor
"/ hope they're ready for me in
Nashville, because chocolate-covtrrd
country is on its way"
Richar Hazzard, 23, is quite confident in his ability to make it to the
top.
Last week's Eastern Idol winner
jumped off the stage when his name
was called for first place. His performance of "Who's Your Daddy," complete with dancing and a cowboy hat
he tossed into the crowd, was one
he considers bad.
Tve come off stage (before) and
been like "wow,'" Hazzard said. "I
came off stage Friday night and I
was like 'Oh my God, I hope I win.'
That was not like a wow situation."
Hazzard's performance was one
of the many he has given since
childhood. His first experience
singing was in fifth grade in front of
50O€O0 people.
"I was petrified," Hazzard said.
Since then, he's lost his on-stage
shyness.
Hazzard's first contest performance singing country music was
in a residence haD karaoke contest,
where he placed first He also won a
karaoke contest at A1A in

Lexington.
Monday Hazzard auditioned for
Star Search in Lexington.
Hazzard may be secure in his
ability, but his family hasn't always
believed in his singing talent.
"They used to tell me I couldn't
sing at all," Hazzard said. "They
used to say 'oh you sound so bad.'
But you know what, I did ... I was
horrible."
It takes practice and real desire
to make it. Hazzard said.
"Kids tell me, 'I want to be a
singer, but my parents tell me I
suck' I'm like, don't listen to them."
Hazzard grew up in Kimball,
W.Va., a small town in the southern
part of the state.
He joined the Army National
Guard at 16 "because they told me I
could sing and get paid for it"
In 2001, Hazzard went on a world
tour with the U.S. Army Soldier
Show.
"It was an incredible experience," Hazzard said. "I was like a
star for a year."
Hazzard's six-year term of service in the Army ended Oct 9.2002.
He has been at Eastern since
spring 2000 and will graduate this
May with a bachelor's of music with

a vocal emphasis.
Hazzard's love for music is big
and so are his plans for the future.
He has already written around 40
country songs.
"It (country music) is probably
the catharsis to a melody," Hazzard
said. "You just ring your soul out"
Hazzard reportedly had a
$500,000 record deal in the process,
but his contract fell through when
the United States went to war with
Iraq. His investor, an Iraqi, pulled all
his money out of American investments. Hazzard said.
"I could not believe it" Hazzard
said. "I was absolutely devastated."
Hazzard might have lost his contract but he's looking forward to a
very successful future.
"(I'm going to) sing country
music for a living," Hazzard said.
Tm going to make it; no doubt"
You have to make up your mind,
he said.
"I'm deeply religious," Hazzard
said. "Everything happens for a reason, and unless God reaches down
into my throat with his bare hands
and yanks out my vocal cords, I'm
going to be a celebrity.
"I have made up my mind. I am
going to be a star."

Richar Hazzard was
named Eastern Idol last
week after his performance of the hit country
song by Toby Keith,
"Who's Your Daddy."
Monday, Hazzard auditioned for Star Search In
Lexington. He Is waiting
to hear the results

Ji«on OvmvProgmi

AJtfu HockensmrttVProgreti

Richar Hazzard, 23, has been singing since he was a child. Besides winning the
Eastern Idol contest, Hazzard also won a karaoke contest held on campus in I99ff
and joined the Army National Guard at the age of 16 because they paid him to sing.'
He went on a world tour with the U.S. Army Soldier Show.
WUMam R. Dudley ¥ Ownar'Oparator

D Style.

Hair Sfalon
Moo.-Sat 10 «.m. - 8 p.m.

Walk-Ins Welcome
Booth rental available

Perms
Color by RedKen
Waxing
Hair Cut & Styling
Relaxers
Designer Cuts
Braids & Curls

World s.
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Sports

Brett Gibson, editor

Tennis
team
moves
to 11-6
BYTOOOPUNVM

Assistant sports editor

The men's tennis team
improved its record to 11-6
this weekend overall, and
boosted its OVC record to a
nearly flawless 3-1.
The Colonels hosted OVC
foe UT-Martin Saturday at
the Martin Hall Courts on
campus.
The Colonels lost the first
point of the match losing two
of the three doubles matches.
Eastern was able to come
away with a win in these contests by Eastern's John
Kellert and Alvin Cheng with
a margin of 9-8 over Marten
Tamla and Gustavo Anzola.
"Winning or losing the
doubles point does a lot for
the match, but our guys
weren't affected by losing
this point and they came
back and won the match
against a good team," Rob
Oertel said.
Eastern went on to play
the singles matches where
they had came from behind,
after dropping the first point
in the doubles matches, but
managed to fight back and
come away with the victory.
"After losing the doubles
point, I was really impressed
with how resilient our guys
were by bouncing back and
pulling out the singles
points," Oertel said.
The Colonels were able to
win four of the six singles
matches, which was enough
to clinch the victory.
"This victory was a total
team effort by everyone
involved in the match,
regardless of which individual player won or lost a
match," Oertel said. "Every
match was tough, all of the
guys played hard and this
win was a direct reflection of
their work ethic."
One winner for the
Colonels was No. 1 seed John
Kellert who managed to fight
back and win by a margin of
34,6-2 and 6-4.
Tom Wospil won by a
score of 7-6 and 6-2 and
Alvin Cheng won by a margin
of 7-6 and 7-6.
Lee Lester came back in
the match to win by a score
of 3-6.64 and 64.
"Lee Lester really showed
a lot of veteran leadership.
His victory was a direct
reflection of how he showed
bis experience of being a
senior veteran," Oertel said.
Winning Saturday's match
was a big accomplishment for
the men's team. The match
marked the first time Eastern
has placed above TennesseeMartin in Ohio Valley
Conference play.
"EKU has never finished
above Tennessee-Martin in
OVC history, so for us to get
this win is a direct reflection
of the progress that our program has made," Oertel said.
Oertel also said his team
needed to keep their head
on straight and get ready for
this weekend.
"As nice as this win was,
we need to keep a level bead,
and stay focused on the big
conference tournament weekend because it all comes
down to this weekend. We
can't lef our highs get too
high or our lows get too low."
The win on Saturday
marked the start of three
consecutive wins for the
Colonels. They were able to
pick up another win on
Friday by sweeping IndianaPurdue Fort Wayne in both
the singles and doubles
matches.
The Colonels were scheduled to return to action yesterday against Morehead
State University, but the competition was canceled due to
the bad weather forecasted.
Eastern will return home
to action this weekend where
they will host Ohio Valley
Conference rival Tennessee
Tech at 2 JO p.m. on Friday at
the Martin Hall Courts.
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Colonels fall to Tennessee Tech
BY BRETT GIBSON

Sports editor

Colonels a three-run loss.
"Our defense is working
good right now and Csora had
her best game on Saturday,"
Worthington said.
Eastern was led by Kelli
Bromley who recorded three
hits while Jennifer Norris and
Ashley Totten scored two hits
each
Also scoring a hit for the
Colonels was right fielder
Jennifer Christiansen, shortstop
Diana Barreras, Burch and
Herrington.

Eastern's softball team hit
the field last weekend to host
No. 1 Tennessee Tech in a
three-game series. Saturday,
Eastern dropped a double-header 10-7, 4-2, followed by a single
game on Sunday by a single run
3-2.
"I cant really complain about
the way we played, we just got
beat," said head coach Jane
Worthington.
Eastern moves to 14-13 on
Eastern 2
the year with a 1-5 record in the
Tennessee Tech 4
Ohio Valley Conference.
Tennessee Tech improves its
Tennessee Tech again startrecord to 7-1 in the OVC while ed its offensive stride early in
maintaining an overall record of the game when it sent a three24-10 on the year.
run shot over the fence to put Junior shortstop Diana Barreras holds the ball up after a play at second base during the second
In me first game of the three- Tech up 4-1. The Colonels
game series. Eastern fell behind gained a run in die fifth inning game against Tennessee Tech. Eastern lost the game by a final score of 4-2.
early as Tennessee Tech from Norris who singled to left
opened its offensive strike with field to cut the lead to two, but moved to second on a single by
a lead-off home run over the no more runs would cross the Csora to right field.
Bethany scored on a fielder's
center field fence. Tennessee plate for either team as the
choice followed by a single by
Tech continued to move for- game ended 4-2.
Christiansen and Bromley Bromley to left field. Burch
ward in full force knocking
three more solo home runs off recorded two hits for the knocked a ball to center field,
senior pitcher Joneue Csora to Colonels. Burch, Norris and which allowed Barreras and
move ahead in the game, 4-0. Suzie Schaefer had one hit Christiansen to score giving the
Colonels a 3-1 lead.
Worthington replaced Csora in each.
With the bases loaded for
the top of the third with sophomore Beth Conner who gave up
Eastern2
Amy Herrington, she connectTennessee Tech 3
ed on a grand slam to extend
another run in die same inning
The Colonels started the Eastern's lead by six, 7-1.
to extend Tennessee Tech's
game with a 2-0 lead on a Kentucky came back in the
lead, SO.
Eastern retaliated with a 60 Tennessee Tech error and a sin- third inning and scored three
scoring run when first baseman gle by Herrington. Csora runs and followed with a run in
Amy Herrington added four retired Tennessee Tech's first the fifth to close the Eastern
runs to the score board with nine batters, but Tech's Kacy gap, 7-5, but that was as close as
Bennett hit a the Wildcats would come.
her second
three-run shot
Csora allowed only six hits
grand slam of
to move them and four earned runs while
the week. The
Colonels took
ahead
of improving her record to 8-5 on
Eastern, 3-2. the year. She also struck out
the lead over
Down
one, eight batters and walked only
Tennessee
Eastern never one for the game.
Tech, 65.
Burch and Bethany led the
could get ahead
Tennessee
of the Golden offensive attack with two hits
Tech tied the
Eagles as the each.
game 6-6 in
Colonels lost the
In the second game against
the top of die
9HV§ RKhflraKVVPfDQMit
game, 3-2.
Kentucky, Eastern fell early as
seventh when
Second base- the Wildcats went up 30, but
a two-out sinman Bethany the Colonels came back in die Senior first baseman Amy Herrington gets sat Saturday during
gle to right
Herrington and fifth to tie the score at three. Eastern's OVC match-up against Tennessee Tech.
field scored
Bromley scored The Colonels took the lead in
pinch runner
two hits for the seventh as Barreras
Lori Bayless.
Eastern
as knocked in Christiansen on a
Tennessee
Barreras, double to left center field.
Tech scored
Norris, Amy and Burch hit a double to left field
again in the
—Jane Worthington
Amber allowing Barreras to cross the
ninth inning
Head softball coach
Berthoud fin- plate for a game-ending score of
off a solo
Overall
ished with one 53.
Team
OVC
home
run
Pitcher Jessica Soto struck
hit each
putting Tech
7-1
Tennessee Tech
24-10
up one, 7-6. The Colonels came
Eastern
traveled
to out nine batters allowing two
back on a bases-loaded single Morehead State University yes- earned runs and walking two.
14-17
Austin Peay
4-1
by Ease Burch tying the score terday to continue OVC play. She improved her record to 5-5
Scores and highlights were too on the year.
for the third time, 7-7.
6-2
15-16
"We are playing a lot better
UT-Martfai
"We just couldn't push any- late for press deadline.
now than we were earlier this
body across the plate,"
SEMO
7-18
year," Worthington said. "We
3-2
Eastern
Worthington said. "It was a
just haven't had any breaks and
vs. Kentucky
fight. They hit the ball really
6-21
Morehead State
33
The Colonels came home sometimes you need some
weO."
Neither team scored in the last Wednesday with two victo- breaks to win."
6-22
The Colonels are scheduled
3*
Tennessee State
10th inning, but it was ries over the University of
to take on Austin Peay in douTennessee Tech who scored Kentucky Wildcats, 7-5 and S3.
Eastern Kentucky
1-5
14-13
In game one against bleheader action Saturday folthree runs in the 11th off a single and a two-run home run to Kentucky, the Wildcats gained lowed by a single game against
Eastern Illinois
05
522
move them ahead, 10-7. Tech an early lead, 1-0, but in the sec- Austin Peay on Sunday in
retired the side in the bottom of ond inning Bethany Herrington Richmond. Both games are set
•
the 11th inning to hand the was hit by a pitch and later for a lpm start

ii
We are playing

a lot better now
than we were
earlier this year
... I really can't
complain about
the way we
played.

OVC Standings

Barton retires after 27 years at Eastern
BY HORQAW CAIOWPX

SportswrHBr
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Eastern's heed athletics trainer Bobby Barton announced We
27 years of service to tie university.

Head athletics trainer Bobby
Barton may be throwing in the
towel, but he's stil going to be a
presence on campus. He's taking advantage of the Retirement
Transition Program (RTP) and
wg sol be teaching classes but
not acting as an athletics trainer.
Barton's decision to retire
came after a very successful 27
years working with head footbal
coach Roy Kidd. The relationship between the two was an
call eincw* close one.
"My wife and I. we went out
to Coach Kidds house and sat
on his back porch ... and just
shared ideas about what we
wanted to accomplish in footbal." Barton said, i r r inatg his
fast real meeting with KkkL "It
was good chemistry at first
akjht"
Not only did the two men hit
it off right from the start.
Barton's wife Jojean and Kidds
wife Sue got along wd aba
That first meeting was the
beginning of a lot of successful
interaction between coach and
trainer.
The irlahnrtahip between a
head footbal coach and a trainer
is very unique," Barton said.
"If s probably the closest dang.
ivlahoiishywise. that Fve expenenred other than a i
he laughed.

Their success and the duration of the partnership surprised
even Barton's expectations.
"I don't think I envisioned 27
years without having a losing
season," he said.
Kidd's prestige was something Barton took into account
when deciding to work at
Pastern. Another was the athletics training program created in
1976. It was the first, and is stil
the only AT program in
Kentucky.
"I know how unusual it is for
a head coach and a head trainer
to survive together (through)
five of six presidents and five or
six athletics directors." Barton
said with a amie, continuing to
explain his relationship with
KkkL
What really made the relationship work?
"leal it quiet confidence in
each other." Barton sakt
"Been though everybody else
around might be hysterical
about something, as long as the
head coach and the trainer have
that quiet confidence, you can
overcome a lot of rough water."
Of course. Barton dad more
than uscract with coaches in his
27 yean vtukiug for Eastern; be
interacted with the student athletes as well. That's why he's
glad he got his master s degree
in health and physical <
with a focus on i

seang.
"Obviously you get very
close to the players, and they
come to you with a lot of questions and concerns imrrlstrd to
footbal."
Barton, while he says hell
miss certain aspects of being a
trainer, thinks the decision to
retire was the right one. The
new option became available
shortly after Ins 55th birthday.
The requirements were nw
applicant be at least 55 years old
and have 27 years of experience
B was dear aom the snajnning that it was a one-tfaae
opportunay. he explained.
Those interested had to turn
in their applications for the RTP
before Christinas. The tknsag of
•-■_
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with Coach Kidd's and the hiring of Danny Hope aa heal
roarh
Barton insisted that had ao
"He bebeves me now, bat I
don't think he [Hope] beieved
me at first," be laughed. Tin a
big Danny Hope fanHope played for Eastern

bag bis career and naturally
very prond of oar student sue-
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Colonels fall to Xavier, conquer Murray
BVBHITTQ—OH
Sports editor

Eastern's baseball team
dropped a 5-4 decision Tuesday
against the Xavier Musketeers.
Eastern drops to 10-14 on the
year while Xavier improves to 1114 with the win against the
Colonels.
Eastern got on the board
early in the first inning as junior
third baseman Neil Sellers
knocked a two-run home run
over the left field fence.
Xavier battled back to tie the
score at two in the bottom of the
third, but the Colonels added a
run in the fourth as Stephen
Carter knocked an RBI single to
right field.
First
baseman
Will
Whisenant reached the plate
after doubling to lead off the
inning. Xavier came back again
to tie the score at three in the
bottom of the fourth, 3-3, then
took the lead in the fifth as they
scored two runs on three hits
leading S3. Eastern scored a single run in the seventh as Carter
hit a home run at the beginning
of the inning. Xavier won by a

final score of 54.
Carter finished with a 2-for-4
from the plate and two RBIs.
Sellers went 2-for-4 with a run
scored and two RBIs. Woodard.
Item
Whisenant and Adam Vlsnic had
two hits on the night
Southeast Missouri
Pitcher Brad Schmittou
allowed only three earned runs
Austin
Peay
on six hits while striking out
three batters and walking three.
Morehead State
The Colonels returned to
Eastern Kentucky
action yesterday as they traveled
to Wright State. Game time was
Murray State
set for 6 p.m. and was too late for
Eastern Illinois
press deadline.
Eastern
Tennessee-Martin
vs. Murray St.
Over the weekend the
Colonels went up against Ohio
Valley Conference competitor
Murray State in Eastern's first second inning, but the Colonels
O VC game of the year.
came back to cut the lead to one
During the first game of the off of a triple by catcher Chris
series the Colonels were defeat- Clark «.
ed 13-8. Murray State took an
Murray put up three more
early 30 lead in the first inning, runs in the fifth to extend its lead
but Eastern added a run to the to four, 7-3, before Clark hit his
board in the second when fifth home run of the year to add
Whisenant crossed the plate.
a run to the Colonel's score, 7-4.
Murray State jumped back up
Murray State added five more
by three in the bottom half of the runs in the sixth inning to put

OVC Standings

,'v*J,v;«i

OVC

Overall

2-0
1-0
2-1
1-1
1-1
1-2
0-1

13-8
12-15
9-16
10-13
10-14
11-16
10-12

them up 12-4. Josh Anderson
knocked a single to left field and
stole second to later score on a
groundout by Sellers. Murray
State scored yet another run in
the eighth to push its lead to
eight runs, 13-5. Eastern would
then score three runs in the final
inning, but that wouldn't be
enough to take the win.
Anderson, Brett Bolger,

Whisenant and Clark ended the
game with two hits each.
In the second game of the
doubleheader, Eastern held
Murray State to only one run to
take die win. 6-1.
Eastern took the lead earty in
the game scoring two runs in the
third inning to take a 2-0 lead.
Murray State scored its only run
of the game during the fourth
inning men. Eastern added three
more runs in the fifth as
Anderson and Woodard led the
inning with back-to-back singles.
Eastern finished the inning with
a SI lead.
In the top of the seventh
inning, Adam Visnk crossed the
plate on a double by Clark to
give the Colonels a 6-1 final
score.

Eastern scored early in the
game as Anderson knocked a
double to right field and later "
stole third. Woodard reached
base on an error allowing
Anderson to score. Sellers added
a double to knock in Woodard
followed by Visnic with his first
home run of die year to put the
Colonels up 40.
In the second inning. Eastern
found themselves up 8-0, but ■
Shawnee State scored a run in
the top of the third on a solo
home run. Eastern scored two
more runs in the bottom of the
third as Carter crossed the plate,
followed by a home run by
Anderson to lead 10-1.
Eastern then added four
more runs in the fourth inning
with Clark hitting his fourth
home run of the year. At the end
of the inning. Eastern found
themselves up 14-1. Shawnee
State added two runs in the top
of the sixth to cut the lead toll,
but that was as close as they
would come as Eastern added a
single run in the bottom of the
eighth inning to take the 163 victory.

Eastern IS
Shawnee State 3
The Colonels hosted
Shawnee State last Wednesday
and finished with a win, 15-3.
Anderson finished with two
home runs during the game as
the team turned in 16 hits in
front of a home crowd.

Golf team places 6th in tourney
BY TODD PURVIS

Assistant sports editor

Ryan Bertke/Progress

Palntballing...
Freshman Justin Rankin, an arson investigation major, participates in a paintball tournament during First Weekend festivities. The Paintball Club will be traveling to Joliet, III., on April
12 to compete in the National Collegiate Paintball Association
Championships. Eastern's paintball club will be competing
against 60 of the nation's best paintball teams. Check out the
online edition of the Progress at www.eastemprogress.com for
the full story on the paintball club.

The men's golf team finished
just one spot from the top five in
the 34th annual Marshall
University Invitational this past
Friday and Saturday. The tournament, played at the Guyan
Golf and Country Club in
Huntington, W Va, consisted of
16 teams from across the
Midwest.
The Colonels shot a final
round of 301 as a team, which
was good enough to tie for 6th
place with Ball State and Miami
(Ohio). Eastern shot a total of
884 on the 54 holes of play,
which put them 33 strokes
behind the front-running
Fighting Illini of Illinois, who
won the tourney by shooting
851 as a team.
After the first two rounds of
the tournament, the Colonels
were tied for sixth place, 27
strokes behind Illinois.
"If we would have shot 10
strokes better in the second
round, we would have finished
second in the tournament."
head coach Pat Stephens said.
"Illinois shot ahead of everyone

«

The weather
conditions made
it difficult to
make up ground
on the last
day of the
tournament
—Pat Stephens
Men's head golf coach

»
else, this made the rest of the
teams playing for a second
place finish."
In the first two rounds of the
tournament. Eastern was led
with strong play by junior
Patrick Williams, who topped
the Colonel golfers by shooting
a total of 139. This was good
enough to put him in a tie for
fourth place in the individual
standings. The Colonels were

also led by junior Brandon
Brown, who in the first two
rounds, shot a 143 which was
enough to tie for 16th place.
The third round of the tournament resumed on Saturday.
Eastern couldn't manage to gain
any ground on the competition
and hung onto the 6th spot,
which is where the team finished.
"The weather conditions
made it difficult to make up
ground on the last day of the
tournament," Stephens said.
Eastern was only able to put
one golfer, junior Brandon
Brown, in the top 10 at the conclusion of the tournament.
Brown shot a 214 on die tournament (70-73-71). enough to
place him in a tie for sixth place
for individual finishers. Brown
was only three strokes away
from the leaders of the competition who shot a total of 211 for
the tourney.
"Brandon has had two good
tournaments in a row, and if he
continues to play well for the
next couple of weeks, well be in
good shape." Stephens said.
The Colonels were also led
by junior Patrick Williams,who
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shot a 216 on the tournament
(68-71-77), which was enough to
put him in a tie for the 12th spot
"Patrick played well this
weekend," Stephens said.
Rounding out the scores for .
the Colonels was Josh Crutcher,
who shot 226 and tied for the
42nd spot. Drew Alexander,
who shot a 228 and tied for the
51st spot and Tyler Cain, who
shot a 238 finishing 81st in the
field. "I'm proud of Brandon .
and Patrick's play this week, but
we need Josh, Drew and the
rest of the guys to pick it up a
bit," Stephens said.
The Colonels will travel this
weekend to Morehead State to
participate in the Greg Palmer
Intercollegiate Tournament
"We're looking forward to
the tournament at Morehead
State this weekend because
we're going to let some of the
guys that haven't played in as
many tournaments get a chance
to get some tournament experience," Stephens said. "All of the
guys know the course at*
Morehead State, so well just try to boost the confidence in the "
guys that we need to get the *
scores from."
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Women's tennis team wins;
moves to 4-1 in OVC play
BYTOOOPURVB

Assistant sports editor

Eastern's Lady Colonels
bettered their record this past
weekend by picking up a win
over Ohio Valley Conference
rival Tennessee-Martin on
Saturday. This win marked
the fourth consecutive win for
the Colonels and improved
their overall record to 11-6,
and their OVC record to 4-1.
The Lady Colonels started
play with singles matches,
where they were able to clinch
the victory by winning four
out of the six matches.
This match was a total team
victory," coach Rob Oertel
said. "Every single one of our
players put their heart and
soul into the match and contributed in their own way."
The Lady Colonels were
sparked by the victory of No. 1
seed Hannah Bartsch, who
defeated Eleanor Shearman by
a margin of 6-3,6-1.
"Hannah has had a lot of
tough matches as the No. 1
seed, and this was her most
convincing win of the year,"
Oertel said.
Eastern also led with No. 3
seed Natalie Garcia, who

U

EKU has never
finished, ahead
of UT-Martin in
women's tennis
for the 11 years
that they have
been in the
OVC.

—Rob Oertel
Women's head tennis coach

defeated Jeanne de Wet by a
score of 6-2,2-6,6-3.
"In the last few weeks,
Natalie has risen to another
level, and this has put extra
energy in our team, and has
led to better results," Oertel
said.
No. 5 seed Janina
Dickhardt was also victorious,
defeating Olivia Shipley by a
score of 6-3, 7-6. No. 6 seed

Rachel Long alao won by a
default, which gave the Lady
Colonels the edge in the
match and marked their
fourth straight win in as many
contests.
The Lady Colonels went on
to compete in the doubles
matches where they lost two
out of the three matches,
which didn't matter because
they had already won the singles competitions.
"It is nice to be able to relax
and have the match clinched
going into th» doubles matches because it reduces stress
from our players," Oertel said.
The win over TennesseeMartin was a huge feat for the
Lady Colonels tennis program,
because it had never occurred
before.
"EKU has never finished
ahead of UT-Martin in
women's tennis for the 11
years that they (UT-Martin)
have been in the OVC. We still
haven't finished ahead of them
yet, but this is a good indicator
of how the program has progressed." Oertelsaid.
This past weekend, the
Lady Colonels were also in

81MS
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Woman's tennis tsam member Hannah Bartsch returns a ball during Eastern's win against Ohio VaHay
Confaranca rival Tennesaaa-Marttn on Saturday. Tha Lady Cotonals mova to 4-1 In OVC play.

action Friday, where they hosted Indiana-Purdue at Fort
Wayne at Eastern, and they
picked up the shutout, by a
margin of 7-0. The Lady
Colonels play was virtually
flawless in this match because
they didn't lose a single
match.
The Lady Colonels were
scheduled to be in action yes-

Lady Colonels play tournament at home
Toledo, Murray State and events because this is the well," Stephens said.
Another player is Tamara
only home tournament the
Xavier University."
The Lady Colonels will Lady Colonels will have all Thompson.
Tamara has been playing
The Lady Colonels are set be going into their own tourna- year.
"It is wonderful to have a really well, and she has had a
to host the annual EKU Lady ment with six top 10 finishes in
fall," Stephens said.
Colonel Classic this weekend nine tournaments. If the Lady home tournament because it is great
Other players to Include are
(April 10-12) at the Arlington Colonels play solid and consis- an opportunity for some of the sophomores
Larkin and
Golf Course in Richmond. This tent, they are capable of fairing family and friends of the girls Brittainy Klein.Leah
"I
really
expect
to
come
out
and
watch
them,
well
in
their
tournament.
tournament will be very intersome
good
scores
from
these
and
this
normally
makes
the
"Our
goal
is
to
finish
in
the
esting due to the caliber of
Leah had a reaDy good fan,
teams scheduled to partici- top four, which we have the tal- girls play better." Stephens girts.
and Brittainy has had several
ent to do. but we have to get said.
pate.
good rounds this spring,"
The
Lady
Colonels
have
all
of
our
girls
playing
good
at
"We have a really strong
said.
field of teams coming to the the same time." Stephens said. several players to watch for in Stephens
This tournament is the last
tournament, which consists of The key for us is to have a this annual tournament One to tournament
the Lady Colonels
15 teams," coach Joni good first day of the tourna- junior Jennifer Sullivan.
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terday at Morehead State for
another OVC match, but It was
canceled due to bad weather.
Eastern will return home for
the contest against OVC rival
Tennessee Tech beginning st
1 p.m. on Friday at the Martin
Hall Courts.
Tennessee Tech is one of the
top teams in the conference,
and we look forward to the

challenge of playing a top conference team," Oertel said.
Oertel said he is pleased
with where the women's team
is at this point.
"The girls are at a good
competitive level right now
and they're dying to compete.
It la fun to win, and we can't
wait to get out there and compete again."
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the roar end
of my car.
Alao, I don't think Kentucky really la "Juat that friendly."
So when It waa time to renew
the old plate. I marched into the
courthouae and aaid. "So how
much doea thia nature* flneat
plate coat, and what doea the
extra money go to?" The clerk
explained h waa an extra $10 that
goea to the Kentucky Heritage
Land Conaervation Fund. I waa
tuckered in; I got the butterfly
modi
I alao checked up on the EKU
plate*, an extra $25, which goes
not directly to Eaatern. but to a
kind far al higher education
achooia In Kentucky.
Tm totaBy in favor of ugly
Bcenae plate* becauae it's not
going to IdD anyone to have
mem, they aren't offcnalve—
juat ug]y. U the government can
make money for schools, children, nature, military, even
duck* unlimited. I My go far it
It could even lead to more
Bcenae ptatea for other causes
Indiana already ha* a Icenae
plate which near* money for
breaat cancer. Wkh Judy
Ration'sinvolvement in breaat
cancer awareneaa. Kentucky
ahouldtoBowinkafootatepa.
The poaaibilme* for fund
raising are endleaa. All
Kentucky needa to do i* keep
coming up with uglier Bcenae
ptatea and the cauae* will follow
along, with much more aeatheuca*V Ptaaaing ptatea.

Dance theatre keeps music alive
a*K*MWaTnua»
maSaaVMaW

Variety la the key to getting and keeping an audience. That* what the EKU
Dance Theatre ia striving to
accompliah. With a variety
of ballet, modern dance,
jazz, aalaa and waltz, the theatre hopea to keep up the
attendance from laat year.
The dance theatre haa
put on concerta for the paat
aix yeara, juat recently
adding a aecond concert to
the calendar.
"We do a lot more In the
apring becauae we build on
what we did (the prevloua
aemeater)," aaid Marianne
McAdam, who trachea
dance at Eaatern.
Thia aemeiter there are
almoat 60 atudent* working
on the production, aome of
whom are dance theatre
minor* and tome that come
from other dlacipllnea and
are juat interested in dance.
"I think a lot of the student* come to the concerta
and then want to be a part of

it." McAdam aaid. "We get a
lot of different (perepectivea) becauae moat atudent* don't have a lot of
training In one area. They
aren't uaed to one *tyle; they
aren't atuck In any way."
McAdam aaid ahe lets the
atudenta have a lot of freedom with their dancea; ahe
juat make* aure the technical aapecta go along with the
mualc.
Student* normally choreograph the ahow, but have
to audition their plecea
before they are accepted.
After a dance la auditioned
and accepted, performer*
then audition for the dance
part* within the piece. Alao,
a aeparate audition la held
for ballroom dancea.
For thia concert, Jaaon
Koontz of the mualc department choreographed an
African piece, which will be
in the Wednesday and
Thuraday concerta. Koontz
choreographed the dance
after ttudylng In Africa. The
African dance won't be featured in the Tueaday concert

becauae Koontz haa another
concert the tame day.
The concert datea were
choaen around the datea
Tonya Harper could do lighting for the concerta. Harper
alao worka at the University
of Kentucky.
"The lighting la very
artiatically Important,"
McAdam aaid. "Tonya doea
a wonderful job. You have to
capture the mood of the
dance, and that'a hard to do."
Since Eaatern doean't
have light* for the effecta the
dancea need, light* muat alao
be rented.
Laat year around 900 people came to the concerta with
400 attending the laat night.
"We had to bring in extra
chalra," McAdam aaid.
Student* and the community have come out to ahow
their support for the dance
department In the paat and
McAdam and dance atudenta hope the Intereat In
the production keepa
Increasing.
"It will expoae you to
more diveralty in arte," aaid
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AHcia Scott, Klata Catron and Sarah Down* dance aa part of their
piece tor the dance theatre concerta held thia week.

Skip George, a graduate atudent studying mualc.
Alao, coming to the concert will count aa a humanitiea class credit in aome
claaaea where outaide
requirements muat be met.
Ticketa for atudenta who

'Head of State' delivers political comedy
Tht Studio tditor

A good comedy with a point;
that'a what "Head of State"
proved to be Co-written, directed by and starring Chris Rock,
the movie wins in juat about aO
aapecta.
A smart movie about an
underdog. Mays Gilliam (Chria
Rock) ia choaen to run on the
democratic ticket strictly to help
the party in the next presidential
election. Of course Wa a Ht0e predictable: Gilliam doean't know
the party doean't think he can
win, and when he finds out he
fire* his staff, which haa helped
him gain more than 30 percent

of the vote*.
Once he
realizes he's
being uaed
aa a puppet,
and with the
advice of hia
future running
andbbrother,
Mitch
Gilliam
( Be r nie
Mac), he
starts talking from hia heart
I
Instead of the TeirPronjpTe

Mays warts to keep the campaign clean on hia part and
strugglea to keep the respect of
hia campaign staff. When he

speaks out, refusing to accept

money from people whose
cauae and products he doea not
believe in, hia ataff becomes
irate.

The movie ahowa Rock's
great talent with comedy that
can reach everyone, poking fun
at politics and aD types of people.
Of courae it'a unrealiatic.
When would you aee old women
singing and dancing to Nelly's
"Hot in Herre," especially at a
virtually unknown politician's
debut
Good vs. evil is a constant
theme throughout the movie.
Maya, a man of the people and
for the people, who would run
into a building about to be blown

up to aave an old woman'* cat,
vs. the corporate republicans
who don't even know whom
they're running against
Even though if a a comedy,
the candidates bring up good
issue* about the normal people
in the United States that need to
be brought up more often in real
politics.
I give "Head of State" four
and a half palettes out of five for
a great execution of a great
script Hopefuly. we can look forward to more of Rock'a political
comedy in the future.
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want to attend the apring
concert are 85; non-atudent
ticketa are $8. All ticketa are
available at the door of the
concert Tueaday through
Thuraday at 8 p.m. in the
Student Servlcea Building
Auditorium.

EKU
Wednesday through
Sunday the EKU Theatre
department will perform
David Mamefs "oKnmt"
The play is about sexual
neraseanent, poancsj correctpessand power atruggle between a professor r
and a atudent
The plew to presented at
8 pj& each night ID the
Geffird Theatre.
Ticketa are $4 for atudenta aad $6 for other
adulte. Ticketa cm be
purchased
to
the
Cerapbei Building or by
[622-1323.
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The U.S. Air Force will pay for you to continue) your aducation
while you serve your country aa a nursa. Through aalaction into
tha Air Force Inatrtuta of Technology program, you could mam
your advanced degree in as uttla a* two years and gat paid to do
rt. You'll be part of an elite team of medical professionals who
have choaen to aarva thair country in thia proud institution.
To learn mora about Air Forca Nursing, please visit mr1aita.com
or call 1800.i23.USAF to raquatt mora information.
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